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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Academia and manufacturing can connect

I

t is quite sad to see how many people you come
into contact with that have little or no knowledge
of what happens in the manufacturing world
and in particular the world of metal working. As
chosen career paths there are many that do not
want to get ‘their hands dirty’, which is generally
the common perception of manufacturing. It is
even more prevalent these days with the Internet
growing at such a rapid rate. The opinion that all
can be white collared workers is not a reality and
would soon stop the world from turning.
As one colleague wrote: “There is little, if any,
debate that there is a disconnect between the
image of manufacturing held by many outside the
field and the reality that those of us in the field
experience every day.” He added on that: “That
disconnect is especially acute in academia.” This is not far from the truth but
could be argued that it is a harsh observation on his part. I do not dispute that
academics do live in a world of their own and are not open to deviating from their
thinking. The same could be said about engineers who think that their theory and
ideas can easily be translated into manufacturing their product on a machine
without having experienced the practicality of working on the machines.
I might not be trained as an artisan and have not had many opportunities
to work a machine myself, but through the numerous hours that I have spent
in machine shops, foundries and general engineering companies gathering
information to write my stories I have come to appreciate the many different
complexities that are associated with manufacturing. For example, the art of
pouring hot metal into a mould to make a component that other components and
products may rely on is tricky and only the experienced can say they are masters
at it. Admittedly there are many tools that can aid the foundrymen these days but
the countless variables that are still associated do not make it a perfect science.
I am in an enviable position - that is if you are interested in manufacturing
- in that I visit a variable amount of manufacturing companies and I am never
disappointed in what I see and learn. It was therefore encouraging to visit two
entities recently where manufacturing and academia are connecting.
Who would have thought that the South African Astronomical Observatory
in Cape Town, the national centre for optical and infrared astronomy in South
Africa, would need to have its own machine shop? And it has 5-axis machining
capabilities. Once you visit the facility you realise why and it is a perfect
example of where academia, or should I rather say scientists, are connecting
with manufacturing. Read the full story in Shopfront Focus, further on in the
magazine.
Even more fascinating was our next visit, which was to Atlantis Foundries,
a foundry that is using technology that is now available to analyse, and as best
possible, eliminate defects in castings before they get to the customer. Atlantis
Foundries is striding ahead and making a statement to foundries worldwide and
is probably the number one foundry in the world in progressing towards becoming
a Smart Foundry. They have partnered with machine learning specialists and data
solutions provider DataProphet to use artificial intelligence to their advantage and
ultimately add meat to their bottom line as well as keep their clients happy, who
are large multinationals.
If you look at the DataProphet website the perception you get from the
photographs posted of management and staff is a bunch of computer geeks
(sorry guys and girls). I can’t say they are or would like to be known as such
because I have only met one of them and he certainly did not come across as
a geek. Even one of the Junior Data Scientists has a Masters of Commerce
in Economics following his BSc in Mathematics, Applied Mathematics and
Economics, and his bosses are even more qualified
than him, but not much older.
Again, this is an example of ‘academia’ merging
with manufacturing. I am sure there are many other
examples, but these left a lasting impression on me.
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VIEW

POINT

AI enables smarter assembly,
superior products

It’s a journey: Get smart about manufacturing.

T

he next cycle of technology disruption is upon us.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is taking hold in every industry
and manufacturing is no exception. AI enables companies
- from medical device and electronics manufacturers to
pharmaceutical firms - to leverage their Big Data and IoT
investments to see new patterns and insights and to perform
tasks more efficiently and quickly than ever before. AI
algorithms will sit side by side with workers on key decisions
by offering intelligent advisory.
When workers are free to focus on strategic tasks and
let AI algorithms perform the mundane ones, innovation
is fostered and efficiency and product quality improve. To
understand how AI is being applied in manufacturing, it’s
important to understand what preceded it.
Atlantis Foundries have partnered with DataProphet in a
pilot project using Artificial Intelligence that aims to predict
sub-surface defects currently detected only after machining,
and to identify the optimum process parameters to prevent
the sub-surface defects occurring in the first place.
Dr. Michael D. Grant, the Chief Technical Officer
at DataProphet, who has been very instrumental in
implementing the Artificial Intelligence pilot project at Atlantis
Foundries explains how your foundry can benefit from a
similar project and move you towards becoming a Smart
Foundry.
“The casting process is so phenomenally complex: A
cascade of parallel processes, each with their own control
responses, set points, and transients. Defects are also only a
symptom of the combination of everything in these complex
cascade processes, where the unique geometry of the mould
also influences the location and type of defect. Foundries
globally have an elegant solution to this problem: The great
foundryman. This mythical beast can look at a defect and,
based on some intrinsic feel, make a small corrective action,
which is able to correct the problem... some of the time.”
“Great foundrymen are a rare breed (although there is no
shortage at Atlantis), and they are quite literally fashioned
over decades in the many foundry operations around the
world. The intrinsic feel for how to correct a problem is the
expression of their experience. And as we struggle to retain
or transfer these skills, the expertise becomes confined to
textbooks.”
“Modern foundry operations are generally well connected,
with the PLC systems operating machinery recording many
process variables. These data systems are usually tied
together, with the measurement results often stored on some
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server (somewhere!). Some modern efforts are now using
many small transducers on discrete measurement points to
gather plant-wide data. This is referred to as the Internet of
Things (IoT) and this distributed architecture has resulted
in a proliferation of measurements within industrial plants.
However, such IoT devices are not required, and many PLC
systems are more than sufficient to gather the required data.”
“However, the servers on which this operational data
resides are expensive to maintain and most of the time there
is no holistic strategy for the retention and exploration of
process data. It’s not a trivial problem, and many folk would
rather just hang onto the data in the hope that some future
project will unlock the supposed hidden wealth contained
therein. This is the perfect recipe for Artificial Intelligence
(AI)!”
“Coded into your data is the perfect set of conditions - all
the combinations of your plant and how they lead to defects
- but discovering these conditions from the process archives
is complex and messy. Our AI is able to learn all the nuances
of your system and then - like the experienced foundryman
- guide an operator to make the smallest set of changes
to eliminate that defect. The AI is also able to determine
which change to make first, and second, and so forth. These
results are communicated to the plant operations through the
generation of a control plan, weekly process reports and a
predictive model to enable engineers to test new parameter
combinations.”
“The modern foundry remains the highly complex
process it has always been, except now - inline with Industry
4.0 objectives - all measurements are connected and
automatically recorded, process parameters are recorded for
every component produced, and the operator becomes the
master of this domain using the results of the AI to operate
the plant at maximum efficiency. Further improvements
are achieved through deeper integration of robotic process
automation and the heavy lifting becomes automatic which
helps the production line run smoother.”
DataProphet is a Cape Town, Western Cape based
company that provides consulting and product development
services to a wide range of industries. As machine learning
specialists they are comprised of a diverse team of skilled
computer scientists, statisticians, actuaries, engineers and
mathematicians that are poised to deliver something which
has previously been unavailable to entities - actionable
artificial intelligence solutions.
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Precision coolant helps fasten
thread-turning operations –
Sandvik
Over- and under-coolant provides unique thread-turning solution.

T

he CoroThread® 266 thread-turning
tool from Sandvik Coromant is available
from 1st March 2018 with precision
over- and under-coolant to improve process
security and maximise efficiency. The addition
of over-coolant improves chip formation for
more secure machining, while under-coolant
controls temperature for long and predictable
tool life. Precision coolant also has positive
effects on surface finish, further supporting
the generation of high-quality threads.
“Process security and stability is
paramount in thread-turning operations
to ensure the machining of right-first-time
threads, every time,” explains Hampus Olsson,
Product Manager Thread Turning at Sandvik
Coromant.
“Along with precision coolant, this is why
CoroThread 266 features the proprietary
iLock interface between the holder and
insert, which prevents cutting forces from
causing micro-movements of the insert in the
tip seat. In addition, for applications where
long overhangs are unavoidable, the use of

dedicated damped Silent Tools™ adaptors provide a proven
way to reduce vibration and maintain precision.”
Ideal for external and internal thread turning, a wide
standard assortment of insert thread profiles with dedicated
grades and geometries is available for all materials. A Tailor
Made offer can be provided for an extended thread profile
assortment.
Quick-change tool-holders with precision coolant include
Coromant Capto® C3, C4, C5 and C6 (for use with 16mm
inserts), as well as QS™ shanks in 20x20mm and 25x25mm
sizes (with 16mm and 22mm inserts). For internal thread
turning, a minimum hole diameter of 20mm is required.
For more information please visit www.sandvik.coromant.
com/en-gb/products/corothread_266/
Following last year’s launch of PrimeTurning™ methodology
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All-directional turning goes inside out –
PrimeTurning™ now available for
internal turning operations
and tools for external
turning operations,
Sandvik Coromant is now
introducing a dedicated
CoroTurn® Prime SL
head that makes this
groundbreaking
process available
for internal turning
operations. The
new SL head will
cater for the needs
of oil and gas,
aerospace and
other manufacturers
machining diameters
in excess of 90mm,
and overhangs up to
8-10xD.
“The inside-out machining
capability provided by the CoroTurn
Prime SL head solution in combination with
PrimeTurning techniques, promotes excellent chip
evacuation and chip control,” states Hakan Ericksson,
Product Manager - General Turning, Sandvik Coromant. “In
turn, manufacturers can achieve an excellent surface finish,
matched by high productivity, longer tool life and high machine
utilisation.”
In contrast to conventional internal turning, PrimeTurning
sees the tool enter the material at the chuck end of the
component and remove metal as it travels back out towards
the bore exit (inside-out direction). This allows for the
application of a small entering angle that offers significant
productivity gains. However, if required, another variant is also
available with a reversed tip seat that makes it possible to
perform PrimeTurning in the opposite direction (outside-in).
There are two insert types for internal PrimeTurning:
A-type for profiling, finishing and light roughing; and B-type for
roughing to finishing operations.
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Speed and feed rates can effectively be doubled with
PrimeTurning. This is because the small entering angle
and higher lead angle create thinner, wider chips that
spread the load and heat away from the nose radius,
resulting in increased cutting data and/or tool
life. Furthermore, as cutting is performed
in the direction moving away from the
shoulder, there is no danger
of chip jamming - a
common and highly
undesirable effect
of conventional
internal turning.
With CoroTurn
Prime SL heads,
customers can
create a wide range
of tool combinations
from a small inventory of
adaptors and cutting heads.
SL heads are available in
40mm diameter, and fit
with solid steel bars and
carbide bars, as well as
with Silent Tools TM damped
boring bars for vibration-free
internal machining.
In a further development,
Sandvik Coromant can now offer the new -H3 geometry to
eliminate any concerns about chip control, which can be
challenging when machining low-carbon and high-strength
steels. The -H3 geometry is available for B-type inserts in
grades GC4325, GC1115 and H13A.
For more information please visit www.sandvik.coromant.
com/en-gb/campaigns/primeturning
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann Haylett on
TEL: 011 570 9615, or email: mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com
or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com

Somta invests in new equipment

to enhance productivity and quality
Somta Tools recently installed several new items of equipment in both its
High Speed Steel (HSS) and Tungsten Carbide factories.

“W

hat is especially
exciting
is that

most of this
equipment is
developed and
used by OSG,
and designed
to give an
advantage over
competitors.
Japanese
engineers from
OSG conducted
the training at
our factory in
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal to
ensure optimum use
of the technology,”
said Allan Conolly,
Managing Director of
Somta Tools.
“These are the
benefits of belonging
to the OSG group
and they are already

starting to
show for
the Somta
Tools
factory as
it invests
in new
technology
to enhance
productivity
and quality,
the benefits
of which are
immediately
being passed
on to its
customers
through price
reductions and
improved tool
performance.”
Somta Tools
HSS factory
Somta Tools have also purchased a Fisherscope for measuring coating
“The new
thickness and composition
equipment for the
production of drills
were installed to
improve the finish and geometry on the tools
and are also designed to reduce set-up and
cycle times. These CNC machines are the first
of their kind to be installed at Somta.”
“In addition new measuring and
inspection equipment has been introduced
to improve the degree and frequency of
the stringent quality checks that take place
during the manufacturing process. This
new development has also improved in line
inspection capabilities.”

New equipment for the production of drills were installed at Somta Tools to
improve the finish and geometry on the tools and are also designed to reduce
set-up and cycle times
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Carbide factory
“Other enhancements have been at
Somta’s carbide factory where it has been
upgraded further with new technology
designed to improve the surface finish of the
tools. This technology, especially designed
and patented for use by OSG companies only,
substantially enhances the performance of
the tools through reduced friction, heat and
wear.”
“In addition, the new measuring equipment
installed enables Somta to produce and


measure key geometries more accurately,
resulting in greater consistency, reduced cycle
time and improved tool life.”
Improvements to coating technology
“The introduction of new coatings, as well as
equipment to better measure the coating quality,
has also substantially enhanced Somta’s leading
coating technology.”
“Somta is on an exciting new journey as part
of the OSG Group, and these investments are
only the first of several new projects planned.
The company, in line with OSG’s philosophy of
improving local manufacturing, plans to pass the

The new OTC-1 long tool image analyser, which is a
unique OSG manufactured machine used to measure
aspects of a tool with much greater accuracy

benefits of these future investments onto the market
as soon as they are realised,” concluded Conolly.
For further details contact Somta Tools on
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za

An AeroLap YT3000, which will be used in the polishing
process of selected tools after coating. The finish is incredible
and not only significantly improves the appearance of the
tool, but also gives a quantum leap in performance. This is
patented technology from OSG
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New Takumi allows BMW Engineering
to alleviate bottlenecks and
enhance capabilities

I

t doesn’t matter if you’re
producing the highest-quality
components if they’re not getting
to the customer on time. Many
machine shops invest in resources
to improve quality requirements such as new machine technology
and improved process design but unpredictable backlogs and
bottlenecks can remain difficult to
manage.
This was one area that BMW
Engineering, located in Delville,
Germiston, Gauteng, began
reevaluating last year. Instead of
looking at on-time delivery from a
financial perspective, the company
began breaking data down in terms
of production hours.
“It became a question of speed
of delivery and our commitment
to the customer. Once we started
getting a handle on this, it really
The new Takumi VC 1052 CNC milling machine supplied by F&H Machine Tools
had a profound effect on efficiency
and throughput on the shop floor,”
a case of the time it was taking to machine components. As a
said Wesley Bellora, a Director of
result it was creating production bottlenecks.”
the company that operates from the same facility as sister
“The machine had served us well over the years but
company B.C.F. Precision Grinding Works.
advances in technology eventually catch up. Retrofitting older
“We had reached a stage where we knew that the
machine tools with modern CNC, DRO and linear scales is an
throughput of our existing machine had reached its sell by
option and is often cheaper than buying new machines but we
date in terms of our operation. It’s not that the CNC had lost
did not think that would be the solution.”
its accuracy for the type of machining it was doing, but more
“However, it was not just about replacing
an old machine with a new machine to shorten
the machining time. The old Eumach had a
relatively small working envelope and we needed
to increase this to accommodate some of the
recent orders that we had won. There are many
factors to be considered before acquiring a new
machine tool, and a lot of questions have to be
asked and answered prior to selecting the right
CNC machine.”
“Once the reason for purchasing the machine
has been established, but before machine type
or model selection can begin, the technical
aspects of the machine come into play, and the
most basic but critical question that must be
addressed is: What size are the components to
be machined? This may sound odd but far too
often we have heard of machine shop owners not
doing their homework and purchasing the wrong
machine.”
BMW Engineering has a new client that needs 50 different types of
“Future shop capacity should also be
components that they need machined regularly
considered in selecting the optimum machine 
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size. Perhaps a shop could
secure more business if it had
a slightly larger machine. It’s
easier to step up to a larger
model today, allowing for the
possibility of bigger or longer
parts to be machined tomorrow,
rather than purchase a smaller
machine and regret that
decision six months later.”
Takumi VC 1052 CNC
milling machine
“We have recently acquired
a new client and this did
influence our decision. The
company manufactures
compacting machinery and
they do have a big export order
book. There are 50 different
types of components that they
need machined regularly. At this
stage we have a small portion of their requirements but
the prospects are looking good because we have gone from
supplying 200 components a month late last year to 1 300 in
April.”
“Some of the components that we have machined for
them include flanges, end plates, couplings, drive bearings,
gaskets, shafts, drums and taper locks. As we prove that we
are a reliable supplier I am sure we will be asked to machine

Among the components are shafts

Chmer Wire EDM CW1060 HS.”
“We have not gone the 5-axis route yet but that could be
for the not too distant future. Our visit to EMO 2017 certainly
inspired us to investigate new ways to look at our machining
capabilities.”
For further details contact BMW Engineering and B.C.F.
Precision Grinding Works on TEL: 011 827 4823 or visit
www.bcfengineering.co.za

“Future shop capacity should also be considered in selecting the optimum
machine size. Perhaps a shop could secure more business if it had a slightly
larger machine. It’s easier to step up to a larger model today, allowing for the
possibility of bigger or longer parts to be machined tomorrow, rather than
purchase a smaller machine and regret that decision six months later.”
more components for them.”
“The machine we have purchased is
a Takumi VC 1052 CNC milling machine
with XYZ travels of 1 060 x 520 x
610mm, rapid traverse of 48m/min, a
table size of 1 160 x 520mm and a work
load of 650 kilograms. The machine
was installed in February 2018 and was
purchased from F&H Machine Tools.
To compare the two machines is unfair
because of the age difference but to
give you a rough idea we are now able to
machine a component 10 times faster on
the Takumi. That is a big saving.”
“We have also equipped the machine
with a Renishaw probe to help reduce
set-up times and improve our process
control.”
“This takes us to 15 CNC machines
that BMW Engineering and B.C.F.
Precision Grinding Works has joint
access to and it includes lathes,
machining/milling centers, grinders and a

Some of the components that BMW Engineering will machine for the new client include
flanges, end plates, couplings, drive bearings, gaskets, shafts, drums and taper locks
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King Bull appointed distributor
for Schumacher threading tools

Although threading tools (taps and forming taps) manufactured by German specialist
manufacturer Schumacher Precision Tools GmbH have been available in South Africa for
some time it has always been on a limited basis. That is until now.

I

ndustrial product distributor King Bull Industrial Supplies
and Sales has been appointed to be the official marketing
agent and distributor of Schumacher’s specialist
products in South Africa and in future products
will be available ex-stock from the company’s
facility in Edenvale, Gauteng.
Schumacher Precision Tools
was established in 1918
and is internationally
recognised for
developing and
manufacturing
thread tools
that are widely
used in the
automotive,
aviation and general
engineering industries.
According to the company
Schumacher Precision Tools identified
the opportunities of Industry 4.0 at an
early stage. For more than 20 years, the
company has been involved in the networking
of its own production processes, starting with
the blank and ending with the finished taps. For Schumacher
Precision Tools, the fact that networking can also work
cross-border is also reflected in the fact that production in
Remscheid, Germany is likewise closely linked with a partner
company in South Korea.
Schumacher Precision Tools has similarly been working
on the further optimisation of networked production. The
aim was to digitally map the entire process of the precision
tool manufacturer from order intake, design, simulation,
production, QA management, controlling to warehousing and
distribution logistics. This has been available since 2016 and
is constantly being updated.
Project ToolSimulation for custom made tooling
Based on the comprehensive engineering system
ToolDesign, which was developed by Schumacher/GAP,
ToolSimulation provides a new platform for the use of custom
made rotation-symmetric precision tools. This system will be
able to simulate the performance of precision tools that have
been designed through ToolDesign by drawing upon clearly
defined workpiece and tool parameters to calculate the
tooling situation.
Using the variant design method, ToolDesign creates
the entire set of tool parameters requested for new tool
versions in advance to the simulation process. The results
of this process are 3D models of precision tools created
by proprietary software, which are fed into the simulation
process digitally.
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Together with RWTH Aachen
Technical University, Schumacher
Precision Tools continuously
develops the tool
management system,
ensuring
that new

tools are
developed
to match client
specific situations,
including oversize tools.
The company also carries an
extensive stock of pre machined blanks
in all variations and geometries and has a
service centre equipped with 5-axis CNC thread grinding
centers that operates 24 hours a day to ensure new tools are
timeously manufactured and delivered to clients.
Stainless steel machining
Schumacher Precision Tools has also recently completed
an extensive development study for the machining of
sophisticated stainless steels in serial production (ISO groups
M1 and M2). The POLAR series - Schumacher’s geometry
developed with a German technical university - has reportedly
likewise delivered the desired results in all practical tests.
New developments - solid carbide taps and forming taps
In cooperation with partners from the automotive industry,
carbide producers and hard-coating experts, Schumacher
Precision Tools has developed a solid carbide taps series
and an HSS-E/PM forming taps series for use in engine
manufacture. These new threading tools have been tested
successfully in both blind and through holes when machining
ADI crankshafts.
The company has also recently introduced a brand new
series of threading tools in very small sizes. These very
precise threading tools, ranging from M 0.8 to M 2, can be
used for applications in specialised industries where small
sizes and close tolerances are key. The company says they
are suitable for a wide range of materials, including stainless 

steel, high-alloyed steels, titan
alloys and aluminium.
Over 36 000 different tool
types are held in stock by
Schumacher Precision Tools.
These include the various
specialised series:
• High Volume - comprising the
most popular and best-selling
items
• UNIVERSAL series - a multipurpose tap geometry
suitable for most workpiece
materials machined in
modern workshops
• NUMERIC series - high-end
tools made from PM steel
for synchronised tapping
operations
• MISTRAL series - specialised
in machining aluminium
and developed with several
German automotive
suppliers. Also available for
PM steel
• TORNADO series - a PM steel forming tap series
• POLAR series - the PM steel specialist for stainless steel
• Hard Steel and VHM tec - tools made especially for hard
materials, partly produced on a solid carbide basis. Also
includes solid carbide forming taps
The company also manufactures a range of tooling and

tapping holders.
Locally, King Bull Industrial Supplies and Sales will stock
the more popular ranges, which according to the company
accounts for up to 80% of the threading tools used by
machining companies.
For further details contact King Bull Industrial Supplies
and Sales on TEL: 011 609 5603 or email info@kingbull.co.za
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Stillam adds WorkNC to its portfolio
of CAD/CAM software it markets

Stillam CNC Programming Solutions has announced that the company will in
future also offer Vero Software’s WorkNC solution, a premium CAD/CAM software.

“W

e have a strong background in the CAD/CAM
space and we understand the needs of the
metalworking and manufacturing companies in
South Africa. With WorkNC’s solutions, we can expand our
offering to these companies, alongside the CAD/CAM and Vero
software that we already distribute,” says Ryan Scott, CEO and
founder of Stillam CNC Programming Solutions.
WorkNC CAM - Perfect for surface or solid models in
mould, die and tooling
“WorkNC CAM software is a premium CNC software for
surface or solid models in mould, die and tooling businesses
for 2 to 5-axis CNC programming. WorkNC is also regarded as

best of breed, complementary CAM software that enhances
all design and manufacturing systems by providing the most
reliable, efficient, easy to programme cutter paths, resulting
in unmatched productivity and safety.”
“Whether NC programming is done on the shop floor
or by a separate programming department, it’s always an
advantage when the shop floor is able to load CAM data.
There are many examples of mould manufacturing companies
where WorkNC CAM has helped ease these companies into
5-axis machining with its effective global roughing strategies,
smooth and powerful finishing, speed and ease, reduction in
EDM operations and shop floor programming.”
Robot Module
“The newly-released 2018 version of
WorkNC from Vero Software introduces
two important new tools to the portfolio - a
direct modelling CAD system, and a Robot
Module, making offline programming of
robots easy, even for inexperienced users.”
“As robots are becoming more
commonplace on the shop floor, there
is an increasing need to provide offline
programming for them. New simulation and
singularity resolution tools in WorkNC 2018
R1 means users can take full advantage
of the enormous benefits robots bring to
the manufacturing process. For example,
they free toolpaths from the limitations of
milling, as the tool at the end of the robot’s
arm can also be a grinder, a laser head, a
welding nozzle, or indeed, any other tool
that engineering creativity can think of.”
“Robots also allow for the tool to be
fixed, and the part to be moved around
it, instead of the traditional method of
a fixed component and moving tool. But
robots are only as good as the software
programming them, and this latest
development in WorkNC 2018 R1 ensures
that manufacturers can be at the cutting
edge of robot technology.”
WorkNC Designer
“Described as the right CAD for CAM,
WorkNC Designer is a powerful new
application focusing on the specific needs
of machinist programmers, enabling
users to create designs or modify existing
geometry from third-party CAD systems.”
“WorkNC Designer enables users
to create designs or modify existing
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geometry from third-party CAD systems. It uses Parasolid
technology, enabling hybrid and direct modelling
capabilities to prepare parts for manufacturing.
The module is not dependent on having a series of
parameters or a feature tree. A dynamic editing and
modeling environment enables users to sketch, drag,
hold, push or twist to create and modify models.”
Stillam
Stillam distributes CAD/CAM software for aiding the
design and manufacturing processes, providing solutions
for the tooling, production engineering, sheet metal,
metal fabrication, stone and woodworking industries. The
company’s brands include metalworking related products
Edgecam and Radan, both products within the Vero
Software stable, and now Work NC. Despite the diversity
of application, these solutions have one thing in common:
They all address the rising challenges of achieving
manufacturing efficiencies and bring huge value to the
operations where they are deployed.
The company has re-sellers countrywide and has
developed partnerships with all the leading machine tool
suppliers. Stillam offers training at their in house training
facility for all the company’s products. The company’s
technical staff are all internationally trained and are able
to deliver the highest levels of support.
Stillam’s product portfolio addresses the need for
CAD/CAM/CAE software in a large variety of focused
manufacturing processes. For example, the Stillam
stable includes mechanical design and manufacturing
software that is specialised for a range of niche sectors
such as those found within the mould and die making
sector. It incorporates specific process knowledge that
enables the designer or machinist to achieve complex and
precise components. Providing a solution for each step
in the process of design, analysis, machine and build,
the software is unique in supplying such comprehensive
technology for the mould and die industry.
For the production machining market Edgecam
solutions combine the power of sophisticated toolpath
generation with seamless CAD integration. Used globally
within a multitude of industries, Edgecam consistently
produces high quality toolpaths to ultimately improve
productivity.
Stillam was established in 2005 when the company
was appointed as the Edgecam reseller in South Africa.
For further details contact Stillam CNC Programming
Solutions on TEL: 011 663 2600 or visit www.stillam.com

U & L Engineering invests in
MTool vertical boring mill

S

trong growth in
the last few years
has necessitated
investment in equipment and
factory and office space for
U & L Engineering, based in
Putfontein, Benoni, Gauteng,
an engineering shop that
offers machining of new, as
well as repairs. rebuilding
and refurbishment of
equipment and components
for the mining, construction,
earth-moving and agricultural
industries.
U & L Engineering was
only established in 2006 by
Ulrich Olivier and through
his hard work the company
has grown from employing
an initial three members
of staff to a total of 80
staff at present. Such has
The new MTool C5123 vertical boring mill supplied by MTool and Spartan Machine Tools
been the demand for U &
L Engineering’s services
that the company has had
idlers, grader circles, big dump truck wheel stations, buckets,
to increase its engineering and machining space with an
H-frames, A-frames, dippers/booms, track tensioners, pins
additional 2 580m² and now occupies a total of 4 200m².
and bushes. In fact any component or wear part used on
“We offer repairs and manufacture of hydraulic cylinders,
the heavy transport equipment
used in a wide variety of
applications in the mining,
construction, earthmoving,
road building, forestry and
agricultural industries - we can
manufacture new or repair,”
said Olivier.
“We have worked on
Sumitomo, Caterpillar
(CAT), Hitachi, Komatsu,
Terex, Kawasaki, Volvo, Bell
Equipment, Foton, Hyundai,
Doosan and Liebherr cylinders
to name a few.”
“We also offer on-site
line boring, on site welding
repairs, general engineering
and general fabrication.
We also have service vans
that are permanently on the
road servicing clients, both
locally and across the border.
More recently we have been
repairing, refurbishing and
rebuilding/assembling the
U & L Engineering offer manufacture and repair of any component or wear part used on
the heavy transport equipment used in a wide variety of applications in the mining,
entire machine for clients.”
construction, earthmoving, road building, forestry and agricultural industries
“Rebuilding and
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reconditioning of equipment for
the owners and operators in these
industries makes economic sense when
you compare the cost of purchasing
new. The heavy equipment generally
works in harsh environments and
mechanical and structural failure
is bound to happen. The simple
economics dictate that there are
always going to be customers who
are going to be rebuilding machines,
especially in this economic climate. We
have customers who are tearing down
machines in the field and completely
rebuilding them once they have had
components repaired by us.”
“When I started I did not seek
any work that required elaborate or
complicated machining operations. It
was simple cutting, turning and welding
repairs to components that could be
easily and quickly refurbished and
U & L Engineering have worked on Sumitomo, Caterpillar (CAT), Hitachi, Komatsu, Terex,
returned to the customer. Of course
Kawasaki, Volvo, Bell Equipment, Foton, Hyundai, Doosan and Liebherr components
this is the source of other more
complicated and bigger requests and
Alongside this equipment we have conventional lathes
if I was going to progress then I would
all equipped with DROs and we can turn up to six metres
have to increase my service offerings.”
between centres, three horizontal boring mills, as well as a
“We have steadily increased our machining equipment and
Scharman 120 boring machine.”
other services over the years and now have modern Hurco
New MTool C5123 vertical boring mill
CNC machines to do our lathe and milling work with 4th axis
capabilities and a Sunnen horizontal tube honing operations.
“A machine shop will always be lacking in some area, no
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The main focus of U & L Engineering has been refurbishing hydraulic cylinders and this accounts for about 70% of the work

matter what. Our biggest drawback until now has been that
we have not been able to do vertical boring mill operations.
Installed in April however was our first MTool vertical boring
mill supplied by MTool and Spartan Machine Tools.”
“The new MTool C5123 vertical boring mill is a single
column hydraulic operated machine that has a maximum
cutting diameter of 2 300mm and a maximum cutting height
of 1 300mm. The table diameter is 2 000mm and it can take
a maximum load of eight tons. The table speed range is 3.2
to 80r/min with 16 steps. The main motor is 30kW and the
feeding motor power is 1.8kW. The machine is also equipped
with a 2-axis DRO.”
“This is a significant investment for our company. While it
might not be one of those big machines that are available it
suits our needs. Just as we did in the beginning when all our
machining operations had to be shopped out and we slowly
purchased equipment to do the machining in-house, we have
done the same for our vertical boring operations. The new
machine will also give us scope to repair and manufacture
other types of components.”
“The main focus of U & L Engineering has been
refurbishing hydraulic cylinders and this accounts about 70%
of the work that we do.”

“Hydraulic cylinders are used in a multitude of
applications and come in a number of different sizes. We have
been repairing, refurbishing, rebuilding and manufacturing
new hydraulic cylinders, including hydraulic cylinders for
challenging applications in the most difficult of environmental
conditions. We rebuild to OEM spec and we can salvage a
cylinder - any type of cylinder - with our honing operations.
The cost and time for the customer is a fraction of the
replacement costs.”
“We can replace the barrel, rod, rod eyes, head/seal
areas, hydraulic lines and connections, or custom-fabricate
new cylinders to spec,” explained Olivier.
“We are not limited to the cylinders and these
components. We still refurbish a number of other wear parts.
A client can deliver his machine to us and we will strip, repair
and assemble so they don’t have to have the hassle of finding
service centres to complete the different operations.”

TurboTime – moving towards a paperless system
“We are currently getting ready to implement TurboTime’s
software that will eventually move the company
towards running on a paperless system. Besides
this advantage there are many others that have
been built into the software and a big one for
us is the ability to track any component while it
proceeds through the different departments. A
client can phone and I can virtually tell exactly
how much longer it will take before we have
completed the repair or refurbishment.”
“Throughout the various workshops we will
have monitors installed so that everyone is
aware of whether they are on track or behind
schedule.”
“We also have on order another Sunnen
honing machine and this will be installed in four
months.”
For further details contact U & L Engineering
on TEL: 011 968 9815 or visit
No hydraulic cylinder is too big or small for U & L Engineering to refurbish
www.ulengineering.co.za
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Atlantis Foundries well advanced
in Smart Foundry ambitions

Last year Atlantis Foundries revealed that the company had embarked on an ambitious
plan to turn the company’s Atlantis, Western Cape facility into a Smart Foundry.
The announcement attracted worldwide attention in the foundry industry,
from both equipment suppliers and other interested foundries.

A

s one leading international equipment supplier
said to me when he was in South Africa
recently, the management at the company
that he works for thought they were well ahead in
implementing Industry 4.0 into their manufacturing
processes, but once they read the article they
realised they were well behind in the process as
compared to Atlantis Foundries.
“This is another major endorsement of the
South African manufacturing industry and its
ability to take the lead in an area that is so topical
these days,” said Pieter du Plessis, CEO of Atlantis
Foundries.
“It is our ambition to further improve the
quality and cost position of Atlantis Foundries.
The basic building blocks for such a concept
are robotics, process instrumentation, and the
tracking of components using RFID and other
software applications. With all the data available
Besides the major investment in the foundry Atlantis Foundries has looked at its
and it being traceable to individual castings, the
entire operation and made improvements including the
door has opened to enable the use of Artificial
main entrance to the company
Intelligence for process control and inspection of
many different material input factors, such as sand and
components.”
chemistry that can vary from batch to batch or supplier,
“There is a relatively large amount of metal that goes
that need to be taken into account. Metal temperature
into each product that we manufacture – on average 500
and pouring time are also contributing factors. All of these
kilograms per engine block – so each time we have to scrap
parameters, if they are not correctly managed, will impact on
one it is very costly, especially if you take into account the
our objective of zero-defects.”
complete process, including all the administrative work and
“However, you have to have complete buy-in from everyone
the internal and external factors that surround one engine
involved and the company has to take the lead in investing in
block. Atlantis Foundries export all of their castings to the
the concept, both in time and capital expenditure.”
USA and Europe, and with these long supply lines, any type of
“On this point I must compliment all our employees,
failure can be very costly if castings require rework or sorting
customers and suppliers. We
at the customer.”
started this project over two years
ago and it is remarkable what we
Live data
have been able to achieve.”
“Our target is to get to the
“As we said previously the
immediacy of live data so that
corner stone of the project is
we can react immediately to the
the programme of automation
analysis that this data provides. At
in the foundry. The Fanuc robots
the moment we have about a one
installed by Robotic Innovations
week lag but when you consider
have become the workhorse to
the several gigabytes of data,
carry instruments that acquire
images and other information
data while handling or performing
that are being analysed on a daily
their operations. All the data
basis, we are well down the line.”
collected throughout the process
“As we all know the foundry
by the robots and the variety of
process is complex and has many
One of the first and the biggest robots to be installed was a
inline instruments will be linked to
separate steps, with each step
Fanuc M-900iC dipping robot linked with automatic coating
specific castings. At the end of the
having many process variables
control systems, supplied by Proservice in Italy. Every robot
process, the entire set of process
that influence the quality of
has been named and this one has been christened Eben after
the South African rugby player Eben Etsebeth
castings. Additionally, there are
parameters including operator
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The final operation in the core shop is the palletising of the
core assemblies prior to storage. For this operation a Fanuc
M-900iC robot is used. In future, an instrument will be fitted that
carries out a dimensional assessment of the core package.
Robotic Innovations installed the system

information will be available for each casting,” explained du
Plessis.
“This process data will be analysed using Artificial
Intelligence to predict various aspects of the castings such
as material properties and sub-surface defects. Atlantis
Foundries have partnered with DataProphet, a Cape Town
based company, to process “big data” in real time via machine
learning algorithms to solve complex problems. Machine
learning is a computer’s way of learning from data. It uses this
data to develop an algorithm that can determine a number of
possibilities, trends or patterns.”
“The pilot project using Artificial Intelligence aims to
predict sub-surface defects currently detected only after
machining, and to identify the optimum process parameters
to prevent the sub-surface defects occurring in the first place.
The current model has a 70% success rate to predict casting
defects, based purely on the raw process data. Castings
with a high probability of sub-surface defects are identified,
and additional inspection and testing is done to prevent the
castings from reaching our customers,” continued Du Plessis.
New equipment to aid and achieve our objectives
“Besides the investment in the robots, the inline
instruments, and the data collection we also had to invest in
upgrading and developing further all the manufacturing and
material processing operations normally associated with a
foundry. We can produce in excess of 160 000 large engine
blocks in a year and we wanted to find a way to optimise
our manufacturing process and reduce costs whilst doing
so. When a defect is found at the customer, the cost of sort
action and rework can become very expensive. In a process
whereby defects arise through no operational fault, the main
challenge was how to reduce such unforeseeable costs.”
“If you don’t pay attention to and invest in your business,
global competition and cheap imports will strangle your
business. Besides you can’t achieve your objective of zerodefects if you don’t have the tools to manufacture quality
products.”
“In 2016 we focused a bit more on process and capacity
building with the installation of a new core drying oven, two
new Foundry Automation core shooters, a new sand drier and
de-coring machines. Mould line improvements included the
installation of a second ABP Induction Systems pressure pour
furnace and a fourth ABP Induction Systems power pack.”
“In 2017 we stepped up our investment programme.
We started off on the quality and inspection side with the
installation of a new Tinius Olsen tensile tester, a new air
conditioner for the temperature controlled measuring room
and a new GOM 3D optical inspection and measuring system.
We also installed a fixed laser for continuous temperature
monitoring during the pouring process and an automated

Atlantis Foundries can produce in excess of 160 000
large engine blocks in a year

visual inspection system to detect surface defects using eight
cameras connected to an Artificial Intelligence system.”
“On the capital equipment side, besides automating with
the robots for handling processes in the core shop such as
coating and dipping, drying and drilling of the core vents, a
large amount was spent on a new G-U-T chromite reclamation
plant, a sand reclamation plant that was supplied by Lauds
Foundry Equipment and a sand curing plant, also supplied
by Lauds Foundry Equipment. Additionally, in the fettling
department we automated as best possible with conveyors
and rollovers for safety and operator fatigue reasons.”
“During the latter half of 2017 we installed an off-loading
robot at the shotblast machine. In addition to off-loading, the
robot will use the spare cycle time to perform fettling of the
front and rear face of a casting. In total we spent over R10
million just in the upgrading of the shotblasting department
and that did not include buying new shot blasting equipment.”
“Besides finding the correct process parameters for
castings to be a daunting challenge for any foundryman,
fettling of castings can be a major bottle neck in any foundry
too. It is a time consuming process as well as one that is
physically demanding on the employees. With automation
replacing manual repetitive processes, foundries are now
achieving better productivity along with consistency in output.”
“Currently we have a Fanuc R-2000iC robot in test phase
in the fettling department, which will be used for testing and
developing future fettling cells, primarily to be installed in
order to alleviate the harsh working conditions required of the
current manual fettling processes.”
“It should be noted that there is a strong philosophy at
Atlantis Foundries that when installing robotics, which reduce
the requirement for manpower, our firm commitment is that

During the latter half of 2017, Atlantis Foundries installed an offloading robot at the shotblast machine. In addition to off-loading,
the robot will use the spare cycle time to perform fettling of the
front and rear face of the casting
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all installations are balanced
through natural attrition, training
of new skills and redeployment,
meaning that to date no
retrenchments have been made
as a direct result of the new
technology being installed.”
Engine blocks moving through the foundry

Projects for 2018
“One of our major projects
this year is to move and improve the
flow of the fettling department. We have
already started on the automation of the
fettling cells, and this will be enhanced
further by moving the department away
from areas where it is currently causing
contamination and be closer to the
finishing department. More importantly
the ultimate objective is to increase
capacity and reduce the amount of
defects leaving the factory.”
“It will also involve the investment in
more Fanuc robots for the actual fettling,
measuring of the individual blocks and
loading/off-loading of blocks in the
machining department. Again Robotic
Innovations are very involved in defining
the parameters to make processing and
data collection optimal.”

is only 30% of our pre-drought
usage. Atlantis Foundries has
applied for a water use license
and plans to install boreholes and
a reverse osmosis plant to enable
Atlantis Foundries to go ‘off-thegrid’ and reduce the burden on
the municipal water supply.”

Future developments
“Although the core of all our
improvements and investments has
been to optimise our manufacturing
process and reduce costs whilst doing
so, ultimately leading to a reduction in
scrap and an improvement in quality,
we also have in mind plans to increase
our capacity and diversify into other cast
components.”
“Whilst Daimler AG is our largest
customer and will most likely remain so
going forward, we are too reliant on a
single customer scenario. We are now
regarded as a benchmark foundry by
Daimler AG. However, we still need to
increase our business with customers
whom we previously manufactured
products for and also secure new ones.
The truck market generally goes through
a seven year cycle and this cycle has just
Safety, environment and
Atlantis Foundries have recently installed
reached
the bottom and we are starting
infrastructure
a second GOM 3D optical inspection
to
see
movement
in the US and Europe.
“Safety, environment and
and measuring system
Big trucks follow this same cycle, which is
infrastructure development are also areas
where we currently play.”
that you cannot neglect when embarking on a programme
“In 2015 we cast 79 000 tons of metal and this reduced
such as ours.”
to 65 000 tons in the 2016/17 period due the decline in
“We have upgraded all fire suppression systems but more
the market. We forecast that we will see a slight increase in
importantly we now have our own 15-man fire-fighting team
2018, up to 67 000 tons but we are planning to increase our
onsite, trained by the local fire department. All employees
capacity for the new demand cycle that has started.”
have also gone through safety training and will continue to do
“When we embarked on this voyage of discovery to
so.”
become a Smart Foundry, we did not realise how exciting it
“Every single person, employee, supplier or visitor is now
would be with all the learning curves and possibilities that
tested for alcohol before entering the facility and remarkably
are involved. We are not saying that we are pioneers in our
we have seen a 60% drop in human related accidents in the
industry but we now know plenty more than most when it
foundry since introducing the system. We have also recently
comes to large data collection, how you can use it, artificial
become a non-smoking facility.”
intelligence, simulation and automation,” concluded du
“We fall into the Western Cape, an area that has been
Plessis.
experiencing severe water shortages. We have spent over R3
million on reducing our water usage in all areas of the plant,
For further details contact Atlantis Foundries on
including the Business Park. Today our water consumption
TEL: 021 573 7200 or visit www.atlantisfoundries.com

A large engine block mould
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Engine blocks ready for export

TWR Steel moves into

fiber laser cutting of thin gauge
and is loving it
The manufacture of electrical plugs, sockets and couplers for the mining industry is one
of the motivations behind the investment in two mill turn CNC 5-axis machines.

“W

e have always
wanted
technology to be
a key enabler in our business
so that it could leverage us
into a position of strength.
The benefits that are derived
from using modern technology
are self-explanatory. Up until
now we have been skeptical
about fiber laser cutting fitting
into our business profile and
we were uncertain whether
the technology had reached
a point whereby it was worth
investing in it,” explained Tony
Windt, Managing Director of
TWR Steel Service Centre.
“In metal fabrication,
no laser has penetrated the
market as deeply as the CO2
gas variety. Over 25 years
ago, when CO2 laser cutting
was introduced, people
The new Bystronic BySprint 6kW Fiber 4020 laser cutter
jumped onboard because they
could get better edge quality
than they could with plasma
with a bed size 4 x 2 metres. We have been cutting steel
and profile cutting. With laser
plates in thicknesses of up to 25mm, material dependent. The
you have a near finished product and the component can
majority of the material that we cut is carbon steel across all
then be put into fabrication without additional preparation.
our processes - we also have a
The high accuracy and clean cutting finish achieved by a laser
Messer high definition plasma
is a more expensive process. However, not all components
cutter and an oxy-fuel cutter need the accuracy of a laser-cut. In this case either plasma or
but in recent years stainless
oxyfuel can be used as they are lower-cost processes.”
steel and aluminium
“When we established TWR Steel in
demand has been on
March 2012 CO2 laser cutting
the increase.”
was a proven technology. At
“The CO2
the time fiber laser cutting was
laser was the
a relatively new fabricating
industry workhorse
technology, having debuted
for a reason:
on the global stage at
It’s inexpensive
the 2008 EuroBLECH
compared to other
event in Hannover,
legacy technologies
Germany.”
like Nd:YAG laser
“As a result we
cutting and it offered
purchased a Bystronic 6
a beam quality suited
kilowatt machine that has
for cutting and welding
a bed size of 6.5 x 2.5
TWR Steel have also purchased a Bystronic ByTrans Extended
metal. But it does
metres and a Bystronic
for loading and unloading the laser cutting system

4.4 kilowatt machine
have drawbacks.
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The CO2 laser requires a
light gauge sheet metal, and its economic
hefty supply of lasing gas.
efficiency was limited to thick metal work.
To get the beam from the
We needed another choice and this is
resonator to the metal
when we started to look at the fiber
takes careful alignment and
laser, especially as the process had now
maintenance of mirrors.
advanced dramatically technologically.”
And when it comes to power
“The fiber excels at cutting light
consumption, they aren’t
gauge material, but for thick plate, not
the most efficient systems.
so much - at least that was the common
They draw a lot of power
story. But just within the past few years,
and produce extremely hot
the story has changed, just as I did. I
gas that requires cooling.
hate to admit it but I did not have any
That’s basically why the
faith in fiber laser cutting when the
CO2 laser’s wall plug
technology was first introduced.”
efficiency - or the optical
“But now when the fiber laser
power from electricity
– so called because the laser is
consumed - is only 10 to
created by diodes that are fed
12 per cent.”
into fiber optic cables where the
“Our business was
excitation process takes place and
built on cutting thicker
is then delivered to the cutting head
plate and it will continue
by another fiber optic cable similar
to play a significant role,
to one used for data transfer - gets
both in tonnage processed
going with cutting thin gauges,
and turnover. However,
it needs to be constantly fed
we started to get more
with material. And we now have
demand for cutting thinner
clients that require production
gauge and we also needed
runs of thin gauge components.”
more capacity. Eventually
“Then there’s the speed
the CO2 lasers could
advantage. Roughly
not keep up with
speaking, because there are
The new Bystronic BySprint 6kW Fiber 4020 laser cutter now allows TWR Steel to
cut light gauge material at a fraction of the time it used to take on its CO2 laser
demand needed on
many variables to take into 
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rearranged the entire area where laser
cutting was taking place. It did this
because it still intends to keep its two
Bystronic CO2 lasers productive and
more importantly it had to accommodate
a Bystronic ByTrans 4020 Extended.
“The ByTrans Extended takes over
loading and unloading of your laser
cutting system. The ByTrans Extended
design has not just one but two
cassettes, thereby making the machine
system even more autonomous.”
“With the BySprint 6kW Fiber 4020
laser cutting as fast as it does it made
no sense not to include a ByTrans
Extended.”
“We followed the keep-it-simple policy,
and we bought a relatively simple loader/
unloader rather than a more complicated
part-sorter style. You can kill yourself with
technology if you go too far.”
“The fiber laser hasn’t stopped
running since its implementation. It is
actually pushing downstream activities to
operate at a faster pace.”
Bystronic Xpert 80 press brake
To respond to the need for additional
bending capacity TWR Steel have also
purchased a Bystronic Xpert 80 press
brake.
TWR Steel have also purchased a Bystronic Xpert 80 press brake
“Continuing the concept of the mobile
press brake, with the smaller version
Xpert 40, already established in the market,
account, on 1mm gauge our new fiber can cut five times as
Bystronic
recently
launched the Xpert 80, which offers a
fast and on 5mm three times as fast as compared to our CO2
decisive increase in bending length and press capacity and
lasers. That’s an increase of 500% and 300% respectively
as a result opens up a wide spectrum of applications. In a
on the cutting speeds. At the upper level of a fiber laser’s
footprint of less than 3m², it offers a bending capacity of 80
thickness range though - a gap that is reducing now - the
tons over 1.5 metres.”
speed difference does change in favour of the CO2 lasers.
“The new, larger press brake can bend material up to
That cutting speed disparity is reduced when the fiber laser
20mm thick and is suitable for almost any task, from large
is programmed to cut thicker material. As the materials get
volume runs to small batch and job shop production of
thicker, the speed advantage goes away as power becomes
complex parts. The machine may be equipped with multiple
more important in the equation.”
tools to enable all bends to be completed sequentially.
“Fiber laser cutting systems can be easily spotted by the
ByMotion drive control, a Bystronic development, ensures that
tinted glass, designed so that operators can gaze safely at
the Xpert 80’s upper beam and backgauges are accelerated
the work and be protected from the invisible scattered or
with high precision. Fast bending speeds up to 25mm/s are
diffuse reflected laser beam on the other side. And though the
attained.”
machines do not use lasing gas, they do use common assist
gases, such as oxygen, nitrogen, argon, and compressed air.”
Sensible investments
“We are confident that the investment in the new fiber
New Bystronic BySprint 6kW Fiber 4020 laser cutter
laser cutting capacity will pay off. The machine is operating
“We decided on the Bystronic BySprint Fiber 4020
as promised, and the company’s preparation has paid off,
machine with a Fiber 6000 laser source because the higher
too, in that there were no major hiccups during installation
power considerably increases the BySprint Fiber’s cutting
and early operation. Looking down the road, the machine will
speed in the thin to medium range sheet metal thickness.
require less maintenance as it doesn’t have the moving parts
For example, a 6kW fiber laser cuts 3mm stainless steel up
or mirrors found in its CO2 equivalent.”
to 70% faster than a 4kW fiber laser. Its speed advantage is
“The lack of surprises has helped us keep up with work
even more pronounced when compared to cutting the same
material with a 6 kW CO2 laser source where the 6 kW Fiber
and maintain a solid cash flow position. That feeds the ability
laser is three times faster. Bystronic has equipped the 6kW
to invest in new equipment when it’s needed to respond to
version of the BySprint Fiber with Cut Control to monitor
changing customer demands or market developments.”
the cutting process. When a cutting tear occurs, Cut Control
“It’s part of the plan. You can’t stay relevant if you don’t
automatically stops the laser and the cut is repeated. This
have the latest equipment, and you can’t buy the latest
reduces the risk of miscuts.”
equipment if you aren’t growing.”
Bystronic ByTrans 4020 Extended
For further details contact TWR Steel on
To prepare for the fiber laser’s arrival TWR Steel
TEL: 011 578 8880 or visit www.twrsteel.co.za
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Cast Products South Africa

established as IDC awaits
Competition Commission approval
Last year South Africa’s state-owned Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) announced that
the restructuring of its steel subsidiary Scaw Metals into three standalone entities was at an
advanced stage, as were plans to secure strategic equity partners (SEPs) for each of the units.

E

arlier this year it was
larger customers.
announced that the IDC
Amsted Rail manufactures
had reached an agreement
and markets heavy-haul
with Barnes Southern Palace
equipment worldwide. The
(BSP) to buy into Scaw’s rolled
company offers “Adapter
products and wire rod products
Plus” steering pad systems,
businesses, which employ
axles, bearings, brakes, centre
more than half of Scaw’s 3 500
plates, coil springs, couplers,
workforce.
connectors, knuckles, drawbars,
Shortly thereafter the
cushioning units, draft sills and
Competition Commission
draft gears, friction shoes, hatch
approved the proposed merger,
covers, plastic pellet gates,
without conditions, whereby
“Preload Plus Constant Contact
Magotteaux International SA
Side Bearing”, truck assemblies,
(Magotteaux) intended to acquire
wear prevention products, and
an interest in and acquire
wheels. It also provides IONX,
The Germiston facility of Cast Products South Africa is
management control in Grinding
an asset monitoring solution
also known as the Union Junction Works. This facility
Media South Africa (Pty) Ltd (GM
that tracks fleet from anywhere
comprises a number of units. Besides the specialist foundry
Newco), which was formerly the
in the world. The company was
manufacturing rail freight wheels there is a further
grinding media business division
incorporated in 1977 and is
foundry and a machine shop on site
of Scaw Metals South Africa.
based in Chicago, Illinois, USA.
This latest development
has been submitted to the Competition Commission and is
Cast Products South Africa
awaiting approval. The Cast Products division has been a long
In future the company will be known as Cast Products
time partner with Amsted Rail, a global leader in freight wagon
South Africa and rebranding, signing of existing contracts to
components, manufacturing under license cast monoblock
incorporate the new name and a new website has already
railway wheels for the local railway market. Cast Products
begun. Visit www.castproducts.co.za to find out more about
South Africa produces railway wheels using modern curved
the company.
plate design, which ensures lower operating stress to improve
Cast Products South Africa’s head office will continue to
fatigue life. All wheels are produced in AAR M108 Grade C
operate from its existing offices and facilities in Germiston,
material, which gives excellent wear properties, according
Gauteng and there will be no changes to its other foundry
to the company. The wheel
facilities - Boksburg Foundry
products include 34” cast
and Eclipse East Foundry.
wheels for general freight
Cast Products South Africa
operations (22 ton axle load)
is a leading manufacturer of
and 36” cast wheels for heavy
specialised, high quality cast
haul operations (32.5 ton axle
products used in the mining,
load) typically found on the
railway, power and general
coal and iron ore lines.
engineering industries and
Cast Products South
produces castings with a
Africa’s wheel plant
finished weight of 30 tons.
manufactures an average of
Cast Products South Africa
3 200 wheels in a month with
comprises of four foundries
the average weight of 380
and is one of the largest
kilograms per wheel. Transnet
foundry groups in the Southern
SOC, South Africa’s stateHemisphere.
owned freight transport and
This extensive foundry
handling company, is one of
network enables Cast Products

Cast Products South Africa’s
South Africa to streamline
Cast Products South Africa also offers heat treatment services
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plates.
production of a wide variety of products,
Germiston Union Junction Works
including large girth gear segments, large high
The Germiston facility of Cast
chromium iron coal pulverising wear parts,
Products South Africa is also known as
mill liners, slag pots, locomotive frames,
the Union Junction Works. This facility
bogie castings, couplers and drawgear as
comprises a number of units. Besides
well as cast monoblock railway wheels.
the specialist foundry manufacturing
Products included in the large girth gear
rail freight wheels there is a further
segment include high carbon, high
foundry and a machine shop on site.
chromium and abrasion resisting coal
The major activities of the
girth gears. Girth gears are cast in
second foundry are to manufacture
either one piece, halves, quarters
single piece thin walled
and occasionally in fifths. Each
locomotive and passenger
individual segment may weigh
car frames and freight car
between seven and 25 tons.
components. Locomotive
Other products
bogie frames manufactured
manufactured include
of cast steel far exceeds that
undercarriage parts for various
of fabricated frames. Locomotive
mining shovels such as crawler
bogie frames are manufactured for all
shoes/track pads, drive tumblers,
track gauges with axle loads from
idlers, rollers, high chromium iron
Cast Products South Africa is a leading manufacturer of
15 000kg to 40 000kg.
mill liners and impact crushing
specialised, high quality cast products used in the mining,
The foundry holds the TPG
parts, stainless steel coiler drums
railway, power and general engineering industries and
accreditation for special processes
and a large range of slag pots and
produces castings with a finished weight of up to 30 tons.
such as castings, welding and
Cast Products South Africa comprises of four foundries
ladles for the minerals processing
and is one of the largest foundry groups in the Southern
NDT (Nondestructive testing) and
industry. Cast Products South Africa
also designs and manufactures cone Hemisphere. This extensive foundry network enables Cast American Association of Railroads
Products South Africa to streamline production of a wide
accreditation to manufacture
and gyratory crusher wear parts in a
variety of products, including large girth gear segments,
locomotive bogie frames.
range of materials including bowls,
large high chromium iron coal pulverising wear parts,
Other accreditations include
mantles, concave segments, torch
mill liners and slag pots, bogie castings, couplers and
ISO9001:2008, ISO14001:2009
rings and jaws as well as blowbars/
drawgear as well as cast monoblock railway wheels

and BS OHSAS 18001:2007.
hammers, impact plates and wear
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Cast Products South Africa has been a long time partner with
Amsted Rail, a global leader in freight wagon components,
manufacturing under license cast monoblock railway wheels
for the local railway market

R160 million high-volume Omega moulding line
In 2016 the company commissioned a new R160 million
high-volume moulding line, manufactured by Omega Foundry
Machinery. The semi-automatic closed loop system produces
castings in low carbon and low alloy steels up to 1.2 tons per
box. Boxes can be configured to include one, two and four
castings per box and the company can produce 30 boxes per
day. The installation also included a G-U-T 40 ton per hour
sand reclamation plant and in-line after cast processing,
within the existing Union Junction foundry buildings. This
foundry is capable of producing at
least 3 150 sets of freight wagon
bogie components per year, which
equates to 11 200 tons.
At this stage the castings
manufactured are mostly servicing
the railway industry. Products
manufactured on the new line
include side frames, bolsters,
couplers, yokes and shafts. The
foundry has the capacity to supply
annual quantities of 56 000 cast
bogie components.

In 2016 Cast Products South Africa commissioned a new R160
million high-volume moulding line manufactured by Omega
Foundry Machinery

Eclipse East Foundry
The Eclipse East Foundry
specialises in low alloy steel and
high chromium iron mill liners,
manganese crushing wear parts
for gyratory crushers and jaw
crushers and low alloy steel
earthmoving under carriage wear
parts.
The foundry has a Heinrich
Wagner Sinto fully automatic
high-pressure air-flow squeeze
moulding machine that is
designed to make 20 moulds
per hour. Maximum size of a
casting produced on this moulding
machine is 500 kilograms.
This facility also has a floor
moulding section. Other products
manufactured are high chrome white
iron grinding rings, balls and grinding
media under license to Doering
Cylpebs. Known as the Eclipsoid
these products are chill cast using a

The installation also included a G-U-T 40 ton
per hour shake out station and sand reclamation
plant and in-line after cast processing, within the
existing Union Junction foundry buildings. Additional
equipment installed included a Nederman 80 000m3/
hr dedusting filter for the thermal reclamation plant
suitable for gas temperatures of up 250 degrees
Celsius and the Nederman 50 000m3/hr dedusting
filter for the Clansman grinders
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continuous casting technique and
are available in low and high alloy
grades in sizes 40mm, 54mm,
73mm and 96mm.
The foundry is capable of
producing 750 tons of castings per
month.
Boksburg Foundry
Boksburg Foundry manufactures
a complete range of manganese mill
liners, screens and grids used in the
gold mining industry. The mill liners
are used in steel ball mills to protect
the body/shell of the mill and are
designed so that the steel balls get
locked into the liners to assist with
wear. The foundry is capable of
producing 650 tons of castings per
month.
All of the foundries are serviced
by in-house machine shops, which
include vertical and horizontal
boring mills, computer numerical
controlled (CNC) machining centers,
lathes and planers. Castings
of 25 tons and five metres in
diameter can be produced to close
tolerances. Smaller castings that
require CNC batch production runs
are also accommodated.
Cast Products South Africa is
under interim management until all
regulatory details have been cleared.
For further details contact Cast
Products South Africa on
TEL: 011 842 9000 or visit
www.castproducts.co.za

Sassda calls for entries
to 2018 Awards

The biennial Sassda Columbus Stainless Awards will once again take place in 2018.
The theme for this year’s Sassda Columbus Stainless Awards is “Celebrating Innovation”.

T

hese prestigious awards serve to recognise and applaud
exceptional achievements within the stainless steel
industry and aim to recognise and promote excellence,
innovation and entrepreneurial development as well as
profile world-class thinking and success at both a local and
international level.
Finalists and winners will be selected from the entries
by a panel of well respected judges and the winners will
be announced at a Gala Awards banquet to be held on 25
October 2018 at The Indaba Hotel, Fourways in Johannesburg.
“The theme for this year, celebrating innovation, was
chosen as it is innovation that will allow our industry to adapt
and thrive as we enter the 4th Industrial Revolution,” said
Sassda Executive Director John Tarboton.
The awards are open to individuals and companies (locally

and abroad) that are involved in the design, production,
conversion, distribution and use or specification of stainless
steel. Entrants do not need to be members of Sassda.
This year, the categories have been expanded to five main
categories, with 17 subcategories for entrants to choose from.
Entrants can enter into more than one category and can enter
as many projects and products as they wish. Entry to the
awards is free of charge.
The categories for the awards are Support Awards, Sector
Awards, Product Awards, Business Awards and the Grand Prix
Awards, which include the lifetime achievement award and the
overall winner.
For further details visit
https://sassda.co.za/sassda-calls-for-entries-to-2018awards/

Concern about impact of US
tariffs on South African steel industry – Solidarity

S

outh African trade union Solidarity has expressed its
concern about the possible impact of the import tariffs
on steel and aluminium products recently announced by
the US. The 25% import tariff and the 10% tariff on aluminium
affects the South African steel industry directly as the industry
exports around 330 000 tons, that is 5% of the local industry’s
production, to the US.
According to Solidarity’s Deputy General Secretary for the
Metal and Engineering Industry Marius Croucamp, there is
major concern among local players in the industry. “There is
real concern among players that the tariffs imposed by the US
on steel and aluminium products will hurt our local industry,
resulting in possible job losses. The South African steel and
aluminium industry experienced severe contraction over the
past few years and is still under major pressure. The local
industry simply cannot afford any further setbacks,” said
Croucamp.
Trade and Industry Department officials did not succeed in
their first attempt at convincing the US to exempt South Africa
from the tariffs the Trump administration imposed on steel
and aluminium.
“The fact that the South African government had to make
further submissions to the US just to be considered at all for
discount on or exemptions from import tariffs is indicative
of just how complex the matter is. In negotiations on steel
tariffs the US managed to amend various trade agreements
with, among others, South Korea. The US will now export
significantly more cars to South Korea but steel exports from

South Korea to the US will be limited to a quota of 70% of
2017’s average exports,” said Croucamp.
Croucamp also said that Trade and Industry Minister
Dr Rob Davis already indicated that domestic steel and
aluminium producers are willing to agree to 70% export
quotas to the US, which have already been put forward to the
Americans.
“This points to a possible best case scenario involving a
reduction of about 30% in export production to the US which
is not good news for the domestic industry at all,” added
Croucamp.
Local players affected by the tariffs include ArcelorMittal
South Africa with its exports of around 70 000 tons of steel to
the US annually, South 32, Hulamin and Columbus.
Meanwhile, China has filed a complaint with the World
Trade Organisation (WTO) over the steel and aluminium
tariffs imposed by the US. In terms of the WTO’s prescribed
procedure consultation first needs to take place between the
US and China. The dispute can then be adjudicated by the
WTO after 60 days.
Last year, Solidarity launched a major campaign in support
of the domestic steel industry. Solidarity’s campaign, known
as the Support our Steel Campaign, offers support to the
domestic steel industry to help ensure its sustainability. The
campaign includes regular engagement with government,
talks with players in the industry as well as doing roadshows
at factories and plants.
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UK plasma cutting table manufacturer
enters South African market

T

he British designed and engineered CNC plasma cutting
table manufacturer Swift-Cut Automation has opened up
a subsidiary in South Africa. Swift-Cut Automation South
Africa is based in the Beyerspark, Boksburg area of Gauteng
and is headed up by Hester Le Roux.
“This is just the beginning of a journey. Swift-Cut
Automation has an established name worldwide in the USA,
Europe Russia, UAE & Middle East, Australia & New Zealand
and we intend to grow that reputation locally. The local metal
working industry will now be able to benefit from having
a dedicated team that will only concentrate on supplying
the Swift-Cut products to a broad spectrum of engineering
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companies,” said Le Roux.
Swift-Cut Automation’s story started back in 2011. Alan
Swift ran a business manufacturing parts for the heavy goods
vehicle market. Tired of out-sourcing, he set about building
a small CNC plasma cutting table. The drive behind this was
to be less dependent on his suppliers whilst being able to
handle his orders at a faster pace and with more flexibility.
After successfully building his first table it wasn’t long before
Alan was asked if he could produce cutting tables for third
parties.
The most popular amongst the machines manufactured by
Swift-Cut is the Swift-Cut Pro Series. There are three models in
this range with table sizes of 1 250 x 1 250mm,
2 500 x 2 500mm and 3 000 x 1 500mm. All
machines are powered by a Hypertherm source.
Depending on choice of power the machines can
cut mild steel from 10mm to 25mm, stainless
steel from 9.5mm to 20mm and aluminium from
9.5mm to 25mm.
The company also supplies its own software
with the equipment and manufactures a water jet
cutting option - Swift-Jet.
The company has also recently launched a
new CNC compact plasma cutting table named
‘Swifty’. The table has been designed and priced
to open up a world of possibilities to artists,
educators and small workshops. The bench-top
system, which comes complete with table, CNC
and easy-to-use operating software, cuts mild
steel, stainless steel, aluminium, brass, copper,
and any ferrous and non-ferrous materials.
For further details contact Swift-Cut
Automation South Africa on TEL: 011 894 2281
or visit www.swift-cut.co.za

InnovMetric and South African
business partner launch PolyWorks South Africa

I

nnovMetric Software Inc., a leading provider of universal 3D
metrology software solutions, and its South African business
partner George Sansoni have announced the launch of
PolyWorks SouthAfrica, a joint venture created to expand the
sales of the PolyWorks® universal 3D metrology software
platform in South Africa.
“Producing components and over half a million
assembled vehicles of all types annually for the local and
international markets, South Africa hosts a significant
automotive industry with direct ties to major multinational
OEMs such as BMW, Ford, Volkswagen, Daimler, and Toyota.
As these companies have built strong business links between
their South African operations and other international
stakeholders, the conditions are ideal to grow the PolyWorks
market share locally and globally,” commented George
Sansoni, General Manager of PolyWorks South Africa.
PolyWorks South Africa will market PolyWorks to VIP
accounts and supply high-end services to South African
customers, including technical support, training, metrology
process consulting, and software customisation. In addition,
PolyWorks South Africa will provide technical sales assistance
to InnovMetric metrology hardware partners located in the
South African region.
"George Sansoni is the ideal partner for this new
venture, having over 28 years of experience in reselling and
supporting 3D metrology hardware and software products,
including nine years representing the PolyWorks solution in
South Africa. With his vast experience in CNC CMM metrology,
he’ll be able to assist our South African customers who
want to standardize their portable and CNC CMM metrology
operations on a common platform," said Marc Soucy,
President of InnovMetric.
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"When I saw PolyWorks running on a CNC CMM for the
first time two years ago, I was as excited as a child in front of
a candy jar. Because the PolyWorks CNC CMM and portable
metrology workflows are fundamentally similar, I could start
operating PolyWorks on a CMM very quickly. I had never seen
such user-friendly CMM software before. I’m excited by this
opportunity to bring the power of the PolyWorks universal 3D
metrology software platform into the hands of South African
companies," said Sansoni.
PolyWorks SouthAfrica started its operations on March 1,
2018.
About InnovMetric Software
Founded in 1994 and headquartered in Quebec, QC,
Canada, with subsidiaries worldwide, InnovMetric Software
Inc. is the leading provider of universal 3D metrology software
solutions. The world’s largest industrial manufacturing
organisations (Toyota, GM, Volkswagen, Honda, BMW,
Daimler, Ford, Rolls-Royce, Pratt & Whitney, Boeing, Embraer,
Bombardier, Apple, and many more) trust InnovMetric’s
PolyWorks® software solutions and associated technical
services to maximise the benefits of 3D measurement
technologies for their engineering and manufacturing
applications.
With its subsidiaries and joint ventures, InnovMetric
has 340 employees in 16 countries: Canada, United
States, Mexico, Brazil, France, Italy, Spain, Czech Republic,
Netherlands, Sweden, Turkey, South Africa, India, Thailand,
China, and Japan.
For further details contact PolyWorks South Africa on
079 754 4578 or visit www.innovmetric.com

Ford expands engine assembly
operations at Struandale engine plant

F

ord Motor Company
of Southern Africa
(FMCSA) is expanding its
operations at the Struandale
Engine Plant in Port Elizabeth
as part of a wide-ranging
investment in its two South
African plants, announced late
last year.
“We are delighted to
confirm that, as part of the R3
billion investment announced
in November 2017, we
are expanding both the
capability and capacity of the
Struandale Engine Plant for
our current and future engine
programmes,” says Jacques
Brent, President of Ford
Middle East and Africa.
“The investment
includes the installation of a
sophisticated new assembly
line for an all-new diesel
engine programme that will,
most notably, power the
exciting new Ford Ranger
Raptor when it is launched in
2019,” Brent adds.
“At the same time, we
are boosting capacity for
the current Duratorq TDCi
engine that is used in the
Ford Ranger and Everest,
with new derivatives and
additional European markets
being introduced for the local
operations,” he says.
The new diesel engine
assembly hall is located in a
totally revamped 3 868 m2
section of the Struandale
Engine Plant, and boasts
Ford’s latest, state-of-the-art
manufacturing processes
that guarantee the highest
standards of workmanship,
product quality and
performance.
Eight derivatives of the
new engine will be assembled
at the Struandale Engine Plant when production officially
commences in the fourth quarter of 2018. The new
assembly line has an installed capacity of 120 000 engines
per annum.
Duratorq TDCi expansion
The current component machining and assembly lines for
the Duratorq TDCi diesel engine, which has been produced

locally since 2011 for the Ford
Ranger and Everest, are also
being expanded.
“Our upgrades for the
Duratorq TDCi programme
adds incremental volumes,
with 22 new four-cylinder
engine derivatives to be
exported to European markets,
including for use in front-wheel
drive Ford models,” Brent
states. “This introduces three
significant new customers for
the Struandale Engine Plant,
comprising Italy, Turkey and
Russia.”
Ultimately, the Struandale
Engine Plant will become
the home of all Duratorq
TDCi engine component
machining for the Ranger,
Everest and Transit, along with
expanded engine assembly
in conjunction with current
operations at Ford plants in
Thailand and Argentina.
“This places our South
African business in a central
role within the global Ford
network, and reaffirms our
commitment to developing
the automotive industry within
the local market, and in the
broader Middle East and
Africa region,” Brent adds.
With the additional
2.2-litre engine derivatives
officially coming on line in the
fourth quarter of 2018, the
Struandale Engine Plant will
be assembling a total of 56
variants of the award-winning
Duratorq TDCi engine.
Installed capacity for the
Duratorq TDCi programme
is set to increase from the
current 254 000 machined
component sets (cylinder
head, block and crankshaft)
to 280 000, while assembly
capacity will grow from 115 000 to 130 000 engines per
annum.
To accommodate the significant production expansion for
the two engine programmes, a brand new warehouse was
built at the Struandale Engine Plant. The new 5 418m² facility
was designed to house all the required parts, components
and tools on-site to maximise production efficiency for the
two engine programmes.
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BMW reveals production plans for Africa

Global premium vehicle manufacturer BMW, which has production plants in
South Africa and Egypt, anticipates having another plant in
sub-Saharan Africa within the next 10 years
The new BMW X3

T

im Abbott, the chief executive of BMW Group South Africa,
can happen and can happen within a 10-year time frame,” he
confirmed to Business Report recently that BMW would
said. The AAAM is committed to the development of business
look at establishing an assembly plant in sub-Saharan
and trade relations in the automotive field, including vehicle
Africa “when the time is right”.
and component manufacturing, between South Africa and
Abbott said BMW would be part of the African Association
African countries.”
of Automotive Manufacturers (AAAM) deputation going to
Nigeria in July to look at what opportunities there were for
Assisting
manufacturers.
The association is also assisting a number of African
He said this was how the establishment of assembly
countries with the formulation of automotive development
plants started, but stressed new vehicle volumes in Africa
policy options.
were still very low, grey vehicle imports were still a problem
Several motor manufacturers, including Nissan and
and the trip to Nigeria was “like a
Ford, have in partnership with a
toe in the water”.
local partner established SKD
But Abbott said the rationale
vehicle assembly operations in
for establishing an assembly
Nigeria in 2015, while Volkswagen
plant in sub-Saharan Africa was
established an SKD operation in
that a vehicle manufacturer could
Kenya in 2016 and launched a
be confronted by high import
mobility strategy in Rwanda
duties when it had a volume
this year.
of cars it wanted to sell into a
Nissan earlier in April
country.
However, Abbott said these
announced that it planned to also
import duties could be relaxed
start assembling vehicles in Kenya.
if that vehicle manufacturer had
BMW South Africa in 2016 took the
an assembly operation in that
first step in a long-term strategy
country.
to expand the footprint of both its
BMW’s new bodyshop
Abbott said any assembly
car and motorcycle brands on the
operation in a sub-Saharan
African continent by moving into
African country would start as a
sub-Saharan Africa and replicating
simple semi knocked down (SKD)
its sales, after sales and financial
facility, leading to a completely
services offering in seven countries
knocked down (CKD) assembly.
from its base in South Africa.
“Today it’s not on the cards,
Abbott confirmed at the time
but at some point it will happen.
that
BMW would initially be moving
Within the next 10 years I’d be
into
Nigeria,
Senegal, Ivory Coast,
very surprised if we did not have
Togo, Ghana, Kenya and Angola
some form of SKD operation in
and the working model would
one part of sub-Saharan Africa.”
incorporate existing importers in
“It will certainly be a knocked
the various countries. There are
down plant to begin with. Look at
25 million BMW cars on the road
Thailand and Malaysia and how
globally, of which about 300 000
fast they developed. If there is
BMW’s new paint shop
willingness in the government, it
were on South Africa’s roads.
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COMA 2019 -

International Conference on
Competitive Manufacturing
30 January to 1 February 2019,
Stellenbosch University, Western Cape.

F

ollowing the success of the 6th International conference
on Competitive Manufacturing (COMA ‘16), held in January
2016, the organisers are pleased to announce that the
2019 conference, hosted by the Stellenbosch University Industrial Engineering Department, will be held in the last
week of January 2019, from the 30th of January to the 1st of
February 2019, in the beautiful Stellenbosch winelands, South
Africa.
The organising committee invites participants from
international manufacturing communities, academia, national
R&D and educational institutions to attend and participate in
the conference. In addition, SMME’s, entrepreneurs, inventors,
engineers, product designers, toolmakers, production staff,
technical directors and managers from industry involved in
the manufacturing of products and components, or in the
processes and organisation around it are encouraged to
participate or simply attend the conference.
The COMA conference is sure to attract many key industry

partners, technology demonstrators and renowned academics.
The conference plays host to some of the best local and
international keynote speakers that the manufacturing
industry and academic community has to offer.
Abstract submissions will open soon, so keep a look out
for the conference and workshop themes as well as the ‘Call
for Abstracts’ on the conference website (http://conferences.
sun.ac.za/index.php/COMA19/coma19). All full papers
are double blind reviewed and published in the conference
proceedings.
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No winds of change at ITAC

“T

he winds of change sweeping over South Africa
have definitely not filled the sails of South Africa’s
International Trade Administration Commission
(ITAC),” says Gerhard Papenfus, Chief Executive of the
National Employers’ Association of South Africa (NEASA).
“Following ArcelorMittal South Africa’s (AMSA) failure
to comply with the conditions under which the 10 per cent
customs duties were granted in 2015, in order to protect
AMSA, the National Employers’ Association of South Africa
(NEASA) insisted that ITAC institute proceedings to review and
set aside these duties. It ultimately required resorting to legal
avenues by NEASA to compel ITAC to disclose its justification
for refusing to review the duties on imported steel products.”
“In securing the protection AMSA so desperately
required, it had to, among others, invest substantially to
upgrade their 70-year old antiquated steel plant. Instead
of investing in their plant to the benefit of the steel
downstream, AMSA withdrew a further R3.2 billion from
South Africa. Now, two and a half years later, ITAC is satisfied
with AMSA’s explanation that they have ‘...commenced
investing in additional plant and machinery...’. We have
no evidence of this and, in fact, doubt the veracity of this
claim. We consequently demand that both AMSA and ITAC
release specific information indicating ‘investment’ - not
only maintenance - which will, in ITAC’s words, amount to
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‘substantial compliance’.”
ITAC’s acceptance of this explanation casts further doubt
over its objectivity, especially concerning decisions affecting
AMSA and the Steel Downstream. It also increases suspicion
that ITAC undervalue the interests of the Steel Downstream
and also completely underestimates the collective
intelligence of the Steel Downstream.
“A further condition that Government imposed in
exchange for the introduction of the customs duties in 2015,
was that AMSA was prohibited from increasing prices on the
items affected by the duties. Quite the opposite transpired:
Multiple price increases were implemented, with the result
that steel is now 40 per cent, on average, more expensive
than before the introduction of duties in 2015. ITAC, however,
found that AMSA complied with this condition since they
(AMSA) followed the so-called ‘weighted basket’ pricing
model, which is extremely disingenuous as a pricing model of
any nature never formed part of the original decision by the
Minister.”
“This pricing model, which is, in view of the original
decision, irrelevant, was blatantly drafted to favour AMSA,
by only including countries with higher prices, but excluding
China, which is generally producing higher quality steel at
the best price. China produces half of the world’s steel with
the latest modern technology, thereby being able to offer
high-quality, cost-effective raw material for the manufacturing
sector in South Africa. If we want to industrialise the steel
sector, in line with President Ramaphosa’s vision, access to
affordable, top-quality steel, among others, is exactly what
the Steel Downstream needs.”
“It is noteworthy that the Department of Trade and
Industry (the dti) was fiercely opposed to AMSA’s import
parity pricing model which existed shortly before the
introduction of the duties in 2015. The dti even removed
the duties that existed at the time. However, all of that
changed following a meeting between President Zuma and
Mr Lakshmi Mittal, the foreign owner of AMSA. The current
dispensation, which amounts to a 180 degree about turn by
the dti from its previous position, was introduced soon after
that meeting.”
“With the dawn of a new and open political
dispensation, promised to South Africa during SONA 2018,
the events since that meeting, and the outcomes, need to be
investigated.”
“However, ITAC does not need to be concerned. NEASA
will not, of its own accord, review any of the following two
decisions: Not to review the implementation of the customs
duties in 2015, notwithstanding sufficient evidence that a
review is required; and refusing to disclose the full record
containing the reasons which caused them to come to their
conclusion, namely not to review these duties.”
“Litigation of this nature will take years to conclude.
The costs of this litigation, on our side, will have to be
carried by NEASA members. ITAC will use taxpayers’ money
for that purpose. This, however, is not the main reason
for not challenging their decisions. The gradual demise of
the Industry, brought about by the current steel (duties)
dispensation, as well as the current unsustainable and
unconstitutional bargaining council dispensation, will
demand serious political intervention long before a court
case of this nature will be concluded.”

SHOPFRONT
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Astronomical wonders need

CNC machines to manufacture the equipment
that astronomers and scientists
use in their research
The 200th anniversary of the establishment of the Royal Observatory at the
Cape of Good Hope will be celebrated in 2020. Located in the leafy Southern suburbs
of Cape Town, The South African Astronomical Observatory is the national
centre for optical and infrared astronomy in South Africa.
The 200th anniversary of the establishment of the Royal Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope will be celebrated in 2020

I

n South Africa, through the Square Kilometre Array (SKA)
and other projects, there has been a renewed interest in
astronomy, its scientific marvels and implications.
The SKA is not a single telescope, but a collection of
telescopes or instruments, called an array, to be spread
over long distances. The SKA is to be constructed in two
phases: Phase one in South Africa and Australia; Phase two
expanding into other African countries, with the component in
Australia also being expanded.
In SKA Phase 1, the 64-dish MeerKAT precursor array,
which is currently under construction and expected to come
online in the near future, will be integrated into SKA1 MID,
with the construction of another 130 dishes. In total, SKA1
MID will count almost 200 dishes spread around the Karoo.
SKA1 MID will conduct observations in many exciting areas of
science, such as gravitational waves, pulsars, and will search
for signatures of life in the galaxy.
The Square Kilometre Array South Africa (SKA SA)’s
success is underpinned by open and inclusive institutions,
fostering and leveraging interrelationships, promoting
innovation that may be commercialised, and attracting,
retaining and training suitable individuals.

A fixture to assemble the WinCam cryostat, manufactured at the
South African Astronomical Observatory in Cape Town

The South African Astronomical Observatory
The observatory has been a part of the history of
South Africa for close to 200 years and has contributed
to the curiosity of how the universe works and how
astronomers learn about the universe with exciting
technology, research and discoveries. Originally this
historic observatory - now known as the South African
Astronomical Observatory - was established to keep
shipwrecks from littering the Cape of Good Hope. The
200th anniversary of the establishment of the Royal
Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope will be celebrated
in 2020.
Under test at the South African Astronomical Observatory
is a vacuum pump, pumping the WinCam cryostat down
to 10 to the minus five millibar. The WiNCam (Wide-field
Nasmyth Camera) instrument is an imaging camera system to
be mounted on the new 1-m Lesedi telescope in Sutherland.
It allows a wide field of imaging, 43-arcmin diameter, with a
standard suite of astronomical filters
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Established in 1820,
of water from the
at the convergence of
nearby Liesbeek and
the Black (Salt) and
Black (Salt) rivers.
Liesbeek Rivers, the Royal
It was described as
Observatory Cape of Good
‘stony’ with ‘wild
Hope, today known as the
brushwood’ by the
South African Astronomical
then carpenter of the
Observatory (SAAO),
building operations,
became the first scientific
AlexanderTait. Fallows
institute in sub-Saharan
reported that: “Whilst
Africa. The Observatory, the
we were digging
grounds surrounding it and
for the foundations
the associated buildings
among the hard, pot
that have sprung up over
clay an innumerable
the past 180 or so years,
number of snakes
are paid scant attention by
were thrown up
urban passers-by as they
by the workmen,”
speed through the suburb
giving meaning to
of Observatory in Cape
the original name of
Town. Yet, delving into the
Slangkop (Snake Hill)
Martin Visser, Craig Sass and Malcolm Hendricks, all from the South African
history of its establishment
for the site. The low
Astronomical Observatory machine shop
reveals a wealth of
brushwood referred
historical and botanical
to might well have
findings.
been Renosterbos, Elytropappus rhinocerotis or some other
Until the work of the SAAO began in 1820, the treacherous
renosterveld shrub.
seas around the Cape of Good Hope saw more than 500
Construction of the Observatory only commenced in 1825
years of ships battering and crashing through the South
and it became operational in October 1828.
Atlantic, with little to no usable stellar navigation established.
Sadly, the struggle may have taken the ultimate toll on
Without the positions of the Southern stars accurately
Fallows, who passed away only three years later - dead from
mapped, ships were often on their own, in unfamiliar waters
recurring scarlet fever, and buried on the grounds of his now
and under unfamiliar skies.
functioning observatory.
In 1820, a young Fearon Fallows was sent by the Royal
Fallows’ plotting of the southern skies finally appeared
Society of Astronomers in the UK to the Cape of Good Hope to
in star catalogues in 1851, and his successor’s catalogue of
get a handle on those southern skies, and maybe help a few
Southern stars has been held as the basis of refined sidereal
ships’ captains avoid disaster. According to published records
astronomy (a field that relates to constellations and their daily
Fallows was a brilliant astronomer and mathematician from
movements) in the southern hemisphere. The observatory’s
the same small town of Cockermouth in the north of England
measurements were so precise for their time - this is still only
that produced the brilliant poet William Wordsworth and less
1833 - that they accurately measured the distance of Alpha
brilliant (but maybe more colourful) Fletcher Christian of
Centauri (our next closest star, almost four and a half light
Mutiny on the Bounty fame.
years away) to within 1/5 000th of a degree. As the SAAO
Despite his small-town beginnings, Fallows was talented
notes, that’s like measuring the diameter of a penny from four
enough to be dispatched to the other side of the world to
kilometres away.
accomplish a nearly impossible task - to get an observatory
up and running while plagued by sand and dust storms,
Southern African Large Telescope
snakes, a lack of qualified stone masons (major stone work
The observatory eventually set up a campus of major
was required to stabilise early astronomical equipment), and
telescopes in the small Karoo town of Sutherland, about four
the dreaded tablecloth clouds that could almost instantly
hours away from the main location in Observatory and a town
block out the skies. But Fallows persevered, and the original
known for experiencing the coldest nights in South Africa
structure for the observatory was completed in 1829.
while during the day temperatures soar into the 30 degrees
Fallows was instructed to
Celsius, in order to take
choose a suitable, dust-free
advantage of its dark skies,
site within close proximity of,
with very little light pollution
and in direct line of sight of,
and mostly unfettered by
Table Bay so as to pass on
clouds.
accurate visual time signals
The Southern African
to ships anchored in the bay.
Large Telescope (SALT) is
The location also needed to
the largest telescope in the
be sufficiently east of Table
Southern Hemisphere, with a
Mountain so as to have a
mirror measuring 11.1 by 9.8
clear view of the sky. After
metres. It is located at the
investigating the (dust-free)
South African Astronomical
Tygerberg hill, it was deemed
Observatory near Sutherland,
unsuitable as it was prone
at an elevation of 1 798
to mists. The current site
metres.
was chosen as it fulfilled
SALT is located 15
most of the requirements,
kilometres outside of
A Haas VF 8 vertical machining center has been supplied with a

2-axis trunnion rotary table to give 5-axis capabilities
and also due to accessibility
Sutherland. It is commonly
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The South African Astronomical Observatory has recently
installed a new Kitamura Mytrunnion 4G supplied by
WD Hearn Machine Tools

misconstrued that the SKA project is also located in the
vicinity of Sutherland. However, the Losberg site, which is
the main SKA site, is located near Carnarvon in the Northern
Cape. The distance between Losberg and Sutherland is
approximately 260 kilometres by road.
SALT is based on the Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET). SALT
is fixed at an elevation angle of 53° and thus moves only in
azimuth. It follows objects with a moving instrument package
at the focal point of the telescope mirror. The mirror is made
up of 91 identical hexagonal segments. SALT is designed
specifically for spectroscopy of astronomical objects.
Construction of SALT began in 2000, and it made its first
observations in 2005. The primary partner in funding SALT is
the National Research Foundation of South Africa. More than
20 research institutes and universities in Germany, India, New
Zealand, Poland, the United Kingdom and the United States
are also partners in SALT.
Manufacture and fabrication of instrumentation
The SALT project became a reality under the leadership
of the late Dr. Bob Stobie, a previous director of the SAAO. He
was tasked to acquire a new, bigger telescope to upgrade the
50-year-old facilities of the SAAO. SALT kicked off in January
2000, when a team of engineers started working on the
project at the premises of the SAAO in Cape Town and was
inaugurated in Sutherland in November 2005.
There is plenty of information to be found on the
properties of the telescope and its imaging camera Salticam

In the workshop is a Fanuc wire cut
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and the resulting astronomy and scientific discoveries.
However, a little known fact is that the SAAO has its own
machining facility located at the SAAO site in Cape Town.
“The requirements on the design and fabrication of
SALT instruments to deliver the capability and performance
expected by the SALT consortium are demanding, particularly
for astronomical and scientific imaging applications. The
subject of astronomy has a fascination for most and with
scientific discovery constantly under scrutiny from the world
the design, fabrication, assembly, and testing of instruments
used is severe,” said Craig Sass, Mechanical Workshop
Manager at SAAO.
“Given the mass and volume constraints at prime focus
of the SALT project most fabrication was initially outsourced.
The basic concept and design for this telescope was based on
the Hobby–Eberly Telescope (HET) at McDonald Observatory
in Texas, US. The SALT was the second such telescope and
started off its development process using the design of the
HET. However, many aspects of this design were improved
on,” explained Sass.
“Any instrument had to be designed to be capable of
addressing the major science goals of the SALT consortium
and enable SALT to be competitive with other similar aperture
telescopes in the southern hemisphere.”
SAAO machine shop’s involvement
“Our machine shop has been established for some time
operating with a few conventional machines to carry out
machining of maintenance and wear part components for
SALT. The emphasis of the machine shop started to change in
2003 when we purchased a 4-axis Maximart CNC mill and a
Haas TL2 toolroom lathe.”
“We needed to upgrade our equipment but management
also took a decision that it needed to get more involved with
the mechanical aspects of the telescope including design,
machining and fabrication of instruments that would in future
be integrated into the telescope. It would include associated
fixtures, documentation, and other required processes and
detailed items such as all of the fabrication requirements in
detail including machining processes and schedules, coating
and plating processes and schedules, and all other shop
drawings and working drawings, schedules and processes
reasonably required to fabricate all of the components and
equipment comprising a new instrument conceptualised and
designed by SAAO engineers and scientists.”
“Additionally all materials incorporated into the instrument
shall be new and of high grade commercial quality, be sound
and free from defects, both internal and external, such as
cracks, laminations, blowholes, inclusions, or porosity, be
able to withstand the environmental conditions listed and
conform to at least the minimum requirements specified in
the appropriate American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) Standards, or its equivalent.”
“The associated design, interface and software
requirements would also be incorporated.”
SALT tracker upgrade utilising aerospace processes and
procedures
The SALT Tracker was originally designed to carry a
payload of approximately 1 000kg. At the time the current
loading exceeded 1 300kg and more instrumentation, for
example, the Near-Infrared (NIR) arm of the Robert Stobie
Spectrograph (RSS), was being designed for the telescope.
In general, provision also had to be made to expand the
envelope of the tracker payload carrying capacity for future
growth as some of the systems on SALT were running with
small safety margins. It was therefore decided to upgrade 

the SALT Tracker to be able
processes and procedures
to carry a payload of 1
used during the project,
875kg. Before the project
especially here at SAAO.”
“Kick-Off” it became evident
“The project took
that neither SALT nor SAAO
us three years to
had the required standard
complete with most of
of formal processes and
the components custom
procedures to execute
manufactured in our
a project of this nature.
mechanical workshops,
The Project Management,
but not the structural work
Mechanical Design and
which was outsourced.
Review processes and
We had already increased
procedures were adopted
our process capabilities
from the Aerospace
by adding more CNC
Industry and tailored for
equipment in 2010, so
our application. After
we had the machining
training the project team
capabilities. The machines
in the application of these
purchased included a Haas
processes/procedures and
VF 8 vertical machining
The GF Agie Charmilles SA 30 spark eroder, supplied by
gaining their commitment,
center that came with
Retecon Machine Tools, was installed in 2011
the Tracker Upgrade Project
a 2-axis trunnion rotary
was “Kicked-Off” in early
table to give us 5-axis
May 2013. The application of these aerospace-derived
capabilities, a Haas ST30 CNC lathe and a Fanuc wire cut.”
processes and procedures, as used during the Tracker
“We have subsequently purchased GF Agie Charmilles
Upgrade Project, were very successful but there were still
SA 30 spark eroder in 2011 and a CMM machine in October
specific challenges that needed to be met while executing a
2016.”
project of this nature and technical complexity.
New Kitamura Mytrunnion 4G
“The Tracker Upgrade project is significantly larger in
“The new Mytrunnion 4G from Kitamura, supplied by WD
terms of budget and scope than previous projects executed
Hearn Machine Tools, has a maximum work-piece diameter of
by SALT Operations and therefore, before the project “Kick500mm on its rotary trunnion table and 400mm work height
Off”, it was decided to formalise, improve and tailor the
in the Z-axis, with the ability to accept billets up to 200kg.
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Components manufactured on the various machines

This ultra-high precision, simultaneous 5-axis machine has
a tilting table that rotates -120 to +30 degrees in the A-axis,
with a C-axis rotation of 360 degrees, both having a minimum
indexing command of 0.001 degree.”
“The design of the Kitamura trunnion table delivers
incomparable stiffness and rigidity that provides the ability to
position the work-piece very close to the spindle for optimum
machining performance. To carry most of the machining load
it employs a trunnion type cylinder in the A-axis supported by
double column bridge, with both sides of the cylinder system
mounted squarely against the centre of the C-axis, thus
offering a higher level of rigidity and accuracy. The Mytrunnion
4G uses a high precision roller gear cam mechanism in
the 4th & 5th axes that further enhances the in-built zerobacklash capability of the machine.”
“This rigid machine design enables the powerful 15kW
directly driven spindle, with a BBT40 taper, to maximise
material removal rates. With the world’s fastest accelerating
spindle, the Mytrunnion 4G gets to a maximum speed of 15
000rpm in just 2.3 seconds and comes standard with a 60
tool carousel and a Renishaw OMI-2T laser toolsetter.”

Application specific
“We are not a commercial outfit but rather an application
specific mechanical workshop. This does result in downtime
and to keep our machines busy we are now carrying out work
for other NRF facilities. One such facility is iThemba LABS,
a National Research Facility within the NRF and the premier
atomic particle accelerator laboratory on the African continent
and the only facility of its kind in the southern hemisphere.”
“Besides enhancing proton therapy in the treatment of
cancer iThemba LABS is involved in particle and nuclear
research. We are machining inner column sleeves for radiation
vile holders for them, producing 10 a month. The lead billet
weighs 33 kilograms and we machine about three kilograms
off it.”
“Now that we have more high tech machining equipment
we will be offering our services to other NRF facilities.”

Tradition of firing the Noon Gun set by SAAO
Believe or not, but yes it really is. Originally the guns were
fired according to a flare set off at approximately 12pm from
the South African Astronomical Observatory. After seeing the
flare the Noon Gun artilleryman would then fire the Noon Day
gun. However, this became unreliable and the SA
Navy began to use the City Hall clock situated at the
Cape Town parade as the suitable time. However,
this too became unreliable as they soon realised
that, while the Noon Gun was using the City Hall
Clock for the accurate time, the City Hall Clock was
using the Noon Gun to reset their clock.
Nowadays, it is far more precise. An electrical
signal is sent from the SAAO (which has an
unfailingly accurate atomic clock) a few milliseconds
before noon. This burst of energy zips across the
telephone lines, ignites the firing cap on the cannon,
sparks the gunpowder and Boom! the cannon is
fired at 12pm sharp (not a millisecond off). Allowing
for all locals to use the opportunity to check and
reset their watches and for all unbeknown first-time
visitors to jump out of their socks as they are given
a rather startling introduction to Cape Town.
For further details contact the South African
Astronomical Observatory on TEL: 021 447 0025 or
visit www.saao.ac.za or www.salt.ac.za
A Haas ST30 CNC lathe completes the CNC lathe lineup
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Steel Services and Allied Industries
continues with its smart investments
Steel Services and Allied Industries, one of the largest fabricators of steel
in South Africa, has been busy modernising its operations in the past few years.
A Voortman V808 robotic thermal cutting machine with 8-axis capabilities has recently been installed by First Cut

I

ts approach has been that of a mix of smart investment in
technologically advanced equipment, acquiring additional
processing equipment, upgrades on existing machinery and
innovative process and materials handling changes.
Steel Services and Allied Industries began its ambition
to cut overhead costs and reduce the handling of materials
throughout the fabrication process about five years ago. Ron
Bartlett, a boilermaker, established the company in 1987
in the town of Carletonville, a gold-mining town in western
Gauteng, South Africa. It is one of the richest gold producing
areas in the world. At 3 749m, Western Deep Levels holds the
record as the world’s deepest gold mine.
Situated close to these mining operations the company
has been servicing this industry since its inception with a
multitude of fabrication and structural steelwork projects
and components. The construction industry also ranks
highly amongst Steel Services and Allied Industries clients.
Through the company’s upgrades it has seen new doors open,
especially within the commercial and industrial sectors. With
the number of steel processes now available to the company
other fabricators are now also making use of the company’s
services.
For a company with a broad reach and a large production
facility to manage, modernising operations has been critical
in the past few years to match both the needs of today
and those of the future. The company has been very busy

A rake arm weighing up to 120 tons being fabricated
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One of the first investments Steel Services and Allied Industries
made on its innovation journey was installing a Peddinghaus 3-axis
drill line complete with two Peddinghaus bandsaws. The machine
is designed for drilling and marking structural beams, flat stock,
channel, rectangular tubing and angle

upgrading not just machinery on the shop floor, but also the
technology they require to manage the flow of the work that
goes through the facility.
An additional 4 200m² has also been added to the
existing 11 000m² under roof. This new processing facility will
in future be dedicated to plate processing, including cutting
and rolling.
“When we began phase one of our upgrade we had
reached a position of such inefficiency in our processing
that it was a case of either upgrade and keep up with the
technological advances, or continue to disappoint our clients
with late deliveries. And we all know what that leads to. There
has never been a question about our quality and service,
though. Coupled with rising costs and dropping productivity
levels we needed to address the situation,” said Kevin Harris,
who has been with the company for nine years and is a
director of Steel Services and Allied Industries.
“Our approach has resulted in many changes within
the company, not just those that transpire by introducing
the modern equipment and extra processes, but also a
whole mindset change. As a result our efficiencies are up
tremendously, we have more than doubled our capacity


and we are now able to track all material and view what
stage components are at. But more importantly we have not
reduced our staff levels. The introduction of skills training has
also had an impact on productivity and quality.”
Phase one
One of the first investments Steel Services and Allied
Industries made on its innovation journey was installing a
Peddinghaus 3-axis drill line complete with two Peddinghaus
bandsaws. The machine is designed for drilling and marking
structural beams, flat stock, channel, rectangular tubing and
angle. The machine consists of three drilling axes, with one
spindle per axis. Each drill spindle has a five-station automatic
tool changer that supplies the drill spindle with the required
tools. The drill spindles can be programmed for any selected
drill or drill combination to produce holes or layout marks at
the desired locations.
That same year the company introduced a Peddinghaus
HSFDB 2 500 plate processing system with the capacity to cut
plate up to 75mm. The system is also capable of high speed
drilling, tapping, marking and countersinking. The thermal
contour cutting is done via oxy fuel or plasma. The bed size is
13 500mm by 2 500mm.
Also purchased from Peddinghaus was an Anglemaster-HD
angle processing line and an inline PeddiBlast shot-blasting
machine.
“Before processing any plate the material is passed
through the inline shot-blasting machine to clear the surface
of impurities. The reason we do this is because it is an
extremely effective way to prepare a surface for down the line
processes such as painting, coating and welding. Identification
and layout marks stay intact despite the abrasive treatment
that the material has endured,” explained Harris.
Material handling
“Material handling can make or break a CNC system’s
throughput capacity. Elimination of manually moving section
sizes is critical when labour and safety are of utmost
importance.”
“With the introduction of all the new CNC equipment we
could not stop the efficiencies that we wanted to achieve so
we also installed a materials roller-feed handling system.”
“The roller-feed handling system has automated the
handling of structural sections involving plate, beams,
channels, angles, square and/or rectangular tubes and flat
bar by feeding material to our plate, drilling, coping machines
and band saws.”
“The system helps with achieving a streamlined material
feed into the production system and with expediting the
removal of completed parts after production. This is
beneficial, as the need to manually move parts around is
eliminated.”
“The PeddiBlast shot-blasting machine is also strategically
incorporated into the material handling system.”
“All of this equipment we introduced was designed to
process structural, angle, flat stock and channel in minimal
time therefore reducing costs and increasing throughput while
at the same time completing more processes on one machine
where possible.”
Plate girder/beam welding line
“No sooner had we finished installing all of this new
equipment that we decided to purchase our CMM plate girder/
beam welding line. The T-Master is a dedicated machine
designed for the continuous production of welded T and H
beams, either parallel or cambered.”
“The T-Master operates with the web in a vertical position.

The CMM plate girder/beam welding line. The T-Master is a
dedicated machine designed for the continuous production of
welded T and H beams, either parallel or cambered

No tack welding is required, except at the leading edge, after
the web has been aligned on the center of the flange. Initially
the web and the first flange are fed into the T-Master. The
welding is then carried out simultaneously from both sides of
the web over the full length of the beam. After completion of
the first flange welding, the section is turned through 180°
and the alignment and welding operation is repeated with the
second flange.”
“The big advantage is that the flange is straightened
during the welding process to rectify any angular distortion
caused by welding.”
Phase two
“In 2015 we began planning phase two of our upgrades
and investment in new equipment that would give us a wider
scope of processes to complete the projects that we had
won contracts for and had previously manufactured. These

The PeddiBlast shot-blasting machine is also strategically
incorporated into the material handling system
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has added two extra axes on top of the six axes of the
Panasonic robot itself the machine has a very wide reach.
This new robot is lighter and has more accurate encoders
for higher accuracy and better cutting quality. Furthermore
the base frame of the Voortman V808 has been
redesigned. The robot is no longer mounted in the back of
the cabin but in the front. Besides this, the top beam where
the robot is mounted is even more rigid than before, which
reduces vibrations to a minimum. During cutting, the robot
is now programmed to always position itself as close to the
top beam as possible, this again results in better cutting
quality.”

included headgears, shafts, buntons, guides,
cages, penthouses, towers, winder house and
compressor house buildings, silos steel
and surface, and underground
transfer conveyors. More recently
we have manufactured rake arms
for thickening processing on the
mines as well as holding tanks in
various sizes.”
Cutting Automation: The first
step - a Voortman V808 robotic
thermal cutting machine with
8-axis capabilities
“One of the first investments
we made was in a Voortman
V808 robotic thermal cutting
machine with 8-axis capabilities.
The machine makes it possible
for the operator to cut any 3-D
shape possible and mark all four
sides of a structural steel beam. The
machine has an automatic loading system
and a positioning speed of 42m/min. The
working width inside it is 1 250mm and the
height is 500mm.”
“The Voortman V808 robotic thermal cutting
machine is equipped with the agile Panasonic
TL-1800G3 coping robot. Due to the fact that Voortman

The Kinetic K4000XMC machine is powered by a Hypertherm
HyPerformance Plasma HPH 400XD system
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Extensive hole performance
“The Voortman V808 offers advanced integration
with high definition plasma cutting and high quality bolt
hole cutting with the Voortman Xtensive Hole Performance.
Holes cut with Xtensive Hole Performance (thickness versus
diameter 1:1 or less) comply with taper tolerances as defined
in the EN 1090-2 and AISC.”
“With the Voortman V808, we can
also scribe, cut holes as we require,
and do all the coping. It has made a
big difference in how we handle steel.
We bring in more full lengths, which
means we can stock steel rather than
bring it in at the eleventh hour to get it
processed. Using the scribing function
has really helped us with up time, so
overall it has had a very positive impact
on our operation.”
“We have not taken out the 3-axis
drilling machine as some clients still
prefer not to have the possibility of
thermal distortion.”
Kinetic K4000XMC – A heavy duty
combination machine for performing
machining operations and precision
plasma or flame cutting. This enables
parts to be finished in one set-up with no
jigging or work holding devices necessary
“In the machining industry the
emphasis has been on manufacturing
and developing machines
that offer more than one
The Kinetic K4000XMC machine
process in one operation,
has been supplied with a
which eliminates the
patented coolant collection
need to move WIP from
and recycling system, and also
removes chips from the top of the machine to machine. It is
plate. This allows Steel Services & no different in the structural
Allied Industries to separate the
steel processing industry
chips from the coolant and then
and OEMs of this type
recycle the coolant
of equipment have been
offering these solutions for some time as well.”
“But to find a combination machine that does machining
operations and precision plasma or flame cutting and drilling
operations as well, is unique.”
“We have invested in a Kinetic K4000XMC machine, which
is a combination drilling and cutting machine that also mills,
taps, counter bores, marks your components and bevels
your metal all in one operation without having to move your
material to another machine. Additionally we have added a
pipe profiling attachment to the machine, which will give us
even more flexibility.”
“Having duel plasma/oxy cutting and CNC operations
all in one machine will allow us to significantly improve our 



Steel Services & Allied Industries have invested in a Kinetic
K4000XMC machine, which is a combination drilling and cutting
machine that also mills, taps, counter bores, marks your components
and bevels your metal all in one operation without having to move
your material to another machine. The machine was installed by
Talmac Machine Tools

The Voortman V808 robotic thermal cutting machine is equipped
with the agile Panasonic TL-1800G3 coping robot

process savings in terms of the delivery time. During normal
processing you would cut your parts and then send them to a
machining center for secondary operations. With our machine,
we start with a sheet of steel, machine all
the holes first and then we burn
the profiles. It’s finished in one
operation.”
“The high-pressure through
tool coolant function on the
machining side allows us to drill
holes up to 50mm, and with a
20kW motor and 24 station tool
carousel we have the flexibility.
The bed size is 26m by 2.5m
so we can load large sheets.
We have also incorporated the
Hypertherm True Hole Technology
for superior hole quality.”
Wet and dry cutting table
with automatic cleaning
“The machine also features
a unique wet and dry cutting
table with automatic cleaning.
This system allows high-pressure
through tool coolant to be used
with the spindle, and dry fume
extraction for thermal cutting. The
system collects dross in drawers
under the table. Through spindle
coolant is essential for drilling
and allows for faster speeds and
longer tool life.”
“Kinetic has a patented
coolant collection and recycling
system, and also removes
chips from the top of the plate.
This allows us to separate the
chips from the coolant and
then recycle the coolant. It is
another unique feature of the
machine that also results in
savings for us.”
“The Kinetic K4000XMC,
which is only the second
machine to be installed in
South Africa, has been setup
in the new facility, which as we
have said will be dedicated to
plate processing. We have also
acquired a plate roller that can
roll plate up to 25mm.”
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The new Voortman V808 robotic thermal cutting machine with
8-axis capabilities allows the operator to cut any 3-D shape possible
and mark all four sides of a structural steel beam. The machine has
an automatic loading system and a positioning speed of 42m/min.
The working width inside it is 1 250mm and the height is 500mm

World’s tallest steel headgear
“We have a varied client base and in our type of
business you have to work very closely
with the customer’s architects,
engineers, designers and project
teams.”
“One recent project that
we were very proud of was the
manufacture and erection of
a headgear at Gold Fields’
South Deep Twin Shafts
complex, near Westonaria.”
“The headgear - the
hoisting mechanism on
top of a mineshaft - won
the Mining and Industrials
category of the national
Southern African Institute of
Steel Construction (SAISC)
Awards. At the time the
1 900-ton structure was
the world’s tallest steel
headgear, standing at 87
metres tall.”
“We are currently
manufacturing another
headgear, our third for the
same copper mining client
in Zambia, and the 70 metre
tall, 1 400-ton structure will
Steel Services & Allied Industries have added a pipe profiling
take us a year to complete.”
attachment to the Kinetic K4000XMC machine to give them
flexibility in cutting various profiles
“Our aim is to be able to
process all of the steel and
plate work that is used to
manufacture a complete
structure, before assembly
or erection on site.
This includes detailing,
fabrication, welding,
cleaning, procurement,
sandblasting, painting,
galvanising, pre-assembly
and delivery of the
various steel products and
structures,” concluded
Harris.
For further details
contact Steel Services and
Allied Industries on TEL:
018 787 2059 or visit
A Voortman V550, specially designed for punching and shearing
both flat and angle profiles, has recently been installed
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Some examples of various components that can now be cut on the
Voortman V808 robotic thermal cutting machine

At 87 metres high, the steel headgear was at the time the tallest
in the southern hemisphere. The new A-Frame headgear has been
installed over the existing ventilation shaft at South Deep, in the
Witwatersrand Basin. The steel headgear weighs in at 1 900 tons

The Peddinghaus Anglemaster-HD angle processing line
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Design it. Make it. Brand it.
Combining metalworking with branding.

B

randing of a
of processes, from
product, company
screen printing, laser
or service is a vitally
etching and stamping to
important ingredient
engraving.
that can go a long way
“Metal Graphics
towards success or not.
creates custom made
Paid print and electronic
aluminium promotional
adverts, along with
products. Aluminium
collateral materials, press
does not corrode and
releases, and tradeshow
is 100% recyclable,
participation, are
eco friendly and has a
important components of
low carbon footprint.
a successful integrated
Aluminium is also
marketing plan that helps
rust resistant, which
strengthen a brand.
makes it very durable,
Maintaining a uniform
hygienic, long lasting
appearance and message
and extremely flexible.
is essential to solidifying
It’s three times lighter
the brand. The people
than steel although
behind the brand and the
it attains steel’s high
Metal Graphics have recently invested in a CoastOne C15 servo
brand’s employees are
strength characteristics
electric press brake supplied by Metal Chip Machinery
also important ingredients
and because of its
that make your brand stand apart in a competitive market.
recyclability it lasts longer than most other materials,”
There are also many companies out there that are
explains owner Rob Ellis.
competing for a slice of your branding spend, from advertising
“We are not entirely reliant on aluminium though. It does
agencies to promotional gift companies, all with the promise
make up 85% of our production but not all clients are in love
of strengthening your brand awareness, growing your business
with the material. Additionally, we do have many occasions
and putting your brand on the front page.
where you have to combine materials to make up the end
Metal Graphics is not one of these companies and does
product. Other materials that pass through our factory
not intend to be although it still fights fiercely for the slice of
include wood, foam, perspex and plastic, as well as steel and
promotional spend.
chromodek.”
You can’t pigeonhole the company as a shop that
“These days you can’t even put us in the category of only
specialises in sheetmetal or plate; Light enclosures or heavy
designing and manufacturing promotional products. With
fabrications; Precision aerospace or work that isn’t so precise;
the equipment that we have at our disposal we are winning
Industrial work like vessels or piping skids; Architectural and
contracts to process industrial type components such as
ornamental work; Structural fabrication or a combination,
aluminium roofing brackets. Even though this side of the
even though aluminium sheet forming and cutting makes up
business is a relatively new development in the company it
the majority of the company’s production schedule. That is
has sparked us into rethinking strategically and investing in
because Metal Graphics offers more and includes a variety
more equipment that will give us the flexibility to win more

Amongst the number of press brakes at
Metal Graphics is an Ermaksan
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Punching at Metal Graphics is done on a Finn-Power



Another recent purchase was an HSG fiber laser. The HS-G3015 has a bed
size of 3 000mm x 1 500mm and maximum cutting thicknesses of 18mm for
carbon steel, 10mm for stainless steel, 6mm for brass, 8mm for aluminium
and 4mm copper. Metal Chip Machinery markets this equipment

Metal Graphics have recently installed a Bodor fiber
laser marking machine

contracts – and this is happening right now.”
“The primary function of the business will remain as
one that offers complete solutions for to help you present,
sign and brand your information or products and keep your
work environment well signed and functional. We are a
Metal Graphics manufactures all of its own tools and dies whether it is
South African company that was established in 1999 and
for pressing or die cutting. The Arix V450A machining center comes in
have a skilled team of trained craftsmen making sure that
your signage, display, presentation and packaging needs are very handy when this work is required but so does its CNC router with an
8-station tool changer, which it uses to cut dies in aluminium that are used
managed from order to final delivery.”
on the AMOB hydraulic press
“There are a multitude of products that we have
manufactured. Products such as various desk and office
And we are not limited to production runs. One-offs are also
accessories including clocks for the desk and wall, calendars
very much part of our mix.”
in many different forms, rulers, mouse and desk pads, diaries,
“However, even though we now have a multitude of
clipboards, lever arch and ring binder files, conference
machines and processes at our disposal, not all concepts
folders, name stands, paper and pen holders and boxes,
are possible. We are equipped with light fabrication
trays, frames, waste paper bins, business card holders and
machinery, including computer numerically controlled
various other types of folders. All of them are generally
punching equipment, bending and routing, guillotining and
custom made to your design incorporating your logo and
hydraulic pressing equipment, as well as a powder coating,
colour scheme.”
sandblasting and a polishing line. We are also able to offer
“Promotional items such as tags, badges, clips, swizzle
engraving, digital printing, screen and pad printing equipment
sticks, bookmarkers, fridge magnets, licence disk holders,
services.”
coasters and even metal business cards are all examples
“We work on PC and not Apple Mac so there are specific
of items that we have manufactured for large and small
artwork requirements. But it is not a case of slapping a logo
companies. All of them are made to be eye-catching items
onto some aluminum and the end result is a really coolthat are not only functional but leave a lasting impression on
looking product in shiny metal.”
the user or customer.”
“Clients don’t see the gap between concept and execution
“But it does not stop there. We have manufactured door
and how a shop must plug it in to meet expectations. As a
names and numbers, brochure, paper, condiment and product
result of this misunderstanding these customers can have
holders, door, toilet, elevator and reception signs, various
an unrealistic notion of what the true costs of manufacturing
types of boxes and enclosures, trophies and awards.”
are. They underestimate the real value delivered by a capable
“As we say if you have a concept we will design it, make

it and brand it for you if it is a ‘doable’ and effective concept.
company.”
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Showing the company’s versatility it also has a Mimaki
JF-1631 UV-curable eight-color inkjet flatbed printer that
uses the UV ARC-Lamp technology for curing inks instantly.
Common substrates to print are arcrylics, woods, PVC,
vinyl, coroplast, styrene, plastics and polycarbonates

“There are many complex tasks that are asked of us and
these tasks require skilled input. We do have some of the
latest equipment and software at our disposal but there are
difficulties with designing and manufacturing. We do not want
to disappoint clients but sometimes the expectations are
too high. We believe that we create works of art - beautiful
creations that convey meaning. Creating a true piece of art,
rather than creating a display strictly for
marketing or advertising purposes, is
what we are all about. We’re proud
to manufacture these products
and have them recognised as
symbolic emblems of our clients.”

“The tools of lean manufacturing and other continuous
improvement methods to save on costs and improve quality
are widely published and available to any company willing to
make the investment.”
“Are we just a collection of metal fabrication technology
and processes, and nothing more? Of course not. 90% of
our clients are in the advertising agency business or are PR
companies or promotional gift companies and they don’t
care how the product is made. They just want the product
to look like an Oscar wining award so that they can impress
their clients and they want it tomorrow. I would attribute our
lean methodology, our dynamic scheduling and our number
of years in the industry as to why we’re able to gobble up
so much market share. This is exactly what sets us apart, I
believe.”
“This has been our philosophy from the beginning and it
has paid dividends. No client is too small or too big.”
New CoastOne C15 servo electric press brake
The mix of machines at Metal Graphics is numerous, all
carefully purchased to match the company’s manufacturing
portfolio. Metal Graphics does not serve
the industrial metal manufacturing
industry so the company does
not need large heavy-duty
equipment.
This is highlighted with the
company’s recent purchase – a
CoastOne C15 servo electric
press brake - which is ideally
suited for bending smaller
components, was supplied by
Metal Chip Machinery. It only has
a 44-ton force and 1 600mm
bending length.
Another recent purchase was a
HSG fiber laser. The HS-G3015 has
a bed size of 3 000mm x 1 500mm
and maximum cutting thicknesses
of 18mm for carbon steel, 10mm
for stainless steel, 6mm for brass,
8mm for aluminium and 4mm
copper.
The company has various other
press brakes of different capabilities
including an Ermaksan HAP 1270 x 35
press brake, a guillotine, conventional
drills and mills, an AMOB hydraulic press,
an Amada polishing machine and an Arix
V450A machining center.

What really sets Metal Graphix
apart?
The company doesn’t have a product
that exemplifies its brand. It has a
service that can change from one job
to the next. For one client, the company
manages a complicated project, designing
it from the ground up. For another client,
Metal Graphics makes the product from
drawings and logos supplied.
“We have mastered the work flow
for the diverse mix of jobs that we are
engaged in. But the mix of work does
present its challenges.”
“Everyone says, ‘We strive to deliver
quality work on time, every time.’ Everyone
touts great service, and everyone says they
bend over backward for clients. These
attributes have become the ticket to
entry, especially in some of the more
competitive areas. But they don’t really
set a shop apart.”
“Could our mix of machinery and
Tool and die cutting
processes be a factor? I’ve
Custom made enclosures and toolboxes in different
Metal Graphics manufactures
spoken with others in the industry
finishes are also manufactured at Metal Graphics
all of its own tools and dies
that have told me that a unique
whether it is for pressing or die
capability mix is becoming
cutting. The Arix V450A machining
increasingly important. We don't
center comes in very handy when this work is required but
have a proprietary product line or proprietary machines, but
so does its CNC router with an 8-station tool changer, which
our mix of manufacturing machines and ideally our expertise
it uses to cut dies in aluminium that are used on the AMOB
does make us unique.”
hydraulic press.
“Nonetheless even this isn’t impossible for a competitor
to copy. And does bringing more processes in-house improve
Another recent investment has been in a Bodor fiber laser
our competitive position? The answer isn’t clear-cut, and it
marking machine.
depends on relationships with outside suppliers, our core
Showing the company’s versatility it also has a Mimaki
competencies, the markets we serve and more.”
JF-1631 UV-curable eight-color inkjet flatbed printer that
“A certain combination of processes may bring more
clients into the fold, but even a continuous improvement in
uses the UV ARC-Lamp technology for curing inks instantly.
processes doesn’t make us entirely unique.”
Common substrates to print are arcrylics, woods, PVC, vinyl, 
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Metal Graphics has its own coating plant

coroplast, styrene, plastics and polycarbonates.
“We at Metal Graphics love to design and assist our
customers to create products from a broad range of items
from office accessories to industrial name plates. We are
always endeavouring to assist you in your search to make the
office or home environment more aesthetically pleasing and
doing so by using great people with state-of-the-art graphic
and product design tools.”
“We do all our own branding in-house where we cover a

These days Metal Graphics does not only do designing and manufacturing
of promotional products. With the equipment that the company has at its
disposal they are winning contracts to process industrial type components
such as aluminium roofing brackets

huge variety of options from embossing to engraving, routing,
laser-cutting, screen and pad printing, vinyl printing to the
lamination of vinyl.”
“One thing that binds together these diverse brands of
manufacturing is a common challenge: Standing apart in a
competitive market,” concluded Ellis.
For further details contact Metal Graphics on
TEL: 011 822 1380 or visit www.metalgraphics.co.za
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BETTER

PRODUCTION

How to check the performance
of your press brake and tooling
Focusing on the wrong metric can be a quixotic pursuit.

T

he inside bend radius
has far too many
variables to be a
metric for checking the
health of your press brake,
but it can check the health
of your tooling. A good
bending operation needs
both.
Question: We are
creating a quality
programme where we will
run coupon parts to verify
certain machines, including
our press brakes, are in
good working condition.
The idea is to identify and
resolve potential issues
before we get a string of
them on production parts.
We will be running various coupon materials and thicknesses,
and one of the measurements from the press brake operation
will be the inside radius of the form. We now are kicking
around a few ideas on how to accurately and consistently
measure this, but we are looking for help. What type of
measuring instrument would you use if you were to measure
the inside radius of a formed flange?
Answer: If you’re looking for a way to ensure that your
press brake is in top form, the inside bend radius wouldn’t
be on the list, and here’s why. If you are air forming, the
radius is a function of the die width; that is, the inside bend
radius forms as a certain percentage of the die opening. We
call this the 20 per cent rule, though our baseline material is
60-KSI mild steel, which forms at about 16 per cent of the die
opening.
If you are bottoming
or coining, the inside
radius is a function
of pressure and the
punch nose. The
radius is more or less
“stamped” into the
part. Bottoming and
coining also are very
operator-dependent,
and it really becomes
a judgment call as to
how much pressure or
depth of penetration a
particular part requires
to make a specific
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bend.
For more on the
20 per cent rule and
how it all fits together, I
recommend you read “A
grand unifying theory of
bending,” a four-part series
archived at thefabricator.
com. You can find the
articles by typing the title
in the search bar. You also
can find the material at
theArtofPressBrake.com,
along with many other
columns and articles on
the topic.
Take the lead
Regardless of how it is
created, the inside bend
radius has far too many
variables to be used as a unit of measure for ensuring a press
brake is functioning properly over time. Tilting at windmills,
you’ll be quixotically attacking imaginary enemies, as myriad
variables - many of which have nothing to do with the press
brake’s health - cause the inside bend radius to change.
Dissecting the radius metric
The inside bend radius is, however, an excellent metric for
studying the health of your tooling. This measurement relies
on the consistency of your tool selection and use.
Still, material variations affect the inside bend radius you
achieve. So if you do assess your tooling by measuring the
inside bend radius, you need enough coupons of the original
reference material for testing over time. These reference
coupons will provide what any good quality programme needs:
Precise data points.
Air forming floats
the radius as a
percentage of the die
opening. This makes a
standard radius gauge
basically useless for
any real accuracy.
Out of the box, these
gauges have standard
sizes such as 3mm or
4mm. Your parts can
have any number of
bend radii between
these set values.
One radius gauge
option, though, would 

work in production. With a laser you could cut individual
radius gauges, scaled up or down as needed. These gauges
would then travel with the job jacket, or be placed in the press
brake tool area or in quality control.
Your second option is to use a pin from a pin gauge set.
Shop-grade pins would work fine for this. To use them, pick
the radius that you need and drop a pin gauge into the center
of the bend to determine the size of the radius. Using these is
still somewhat subjective, just as the radius gauge set is, but
a good pin gauge set should give you a complete selection of
diameters to choose from, in metric or imperial units.
To measure your inside bend radius, you can use a
portable optical comparator that has a reticle with radius
markings. The most accurate option is to use a hand-held
optical comparator. You’ll need the comparator and a reticle
(which gives you lines in the sighting device) marked for
radius measurement.
The final way to check the inside radius is mathematical.
Start by measuring the coupon both before and after bending.
That difference is the bend deduction. Compare that value
either to the original numbers for the required inside radius or
use that value to “back figure” the actual inside radius of the
part.
Metrics for checking the press brake
To check the press brake itself for repeatability and
accuracy, I recommend focusing on four areas namely ram
repeatability, the reproducibility of the backgauge location,
possible damage to the ram and bed (ram upset), and the
availability of consistent tonnage.
The first three all require a mag-base and a dial indicator.
Make sure the top of the bed and the bottom of the ram
are clean and free of burrs or visible damage. Preparing
it may require you to “dress off” both surfaces with a very
fine sharpening stone. Remember, you’re only cleaning and
removing burrs, not modifying the bed and ram.
With the ram in its closed position, take your mag-base
and dial indicator and slowly move from end to end. You
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should see the dial indicator needle move slightly
up and down (or back and forth) as you move over
minor surface imperfections. You should not see
the indicator’s needle move one way as you move
toward the centre and then move the other way
as you reach the other end. If it does, it is a sure
indication of ram upset. Ram upset should be
professionally repaired by someone with the right
equipment.
You could see the needle gradually decrease
or increase its reading over the entire length
of the bed; this tells you that the ram is out of
parallel (the Ty axis). The operator can correct
this at the press brake controller by using the
ram tilt adjustment. If fine-tuning doesn’t correct
the problem, you may need to call on your maintenance
department.
Next, with the ram at the bottom of the stroke, set up the
dial indicator again to take a reading. Cycle the ram several
times, and then watch and see if the ram returns to the same
reading every time. Modern ram repeatability is measured in
microns, so the reading should be the same.
After this, check the Tx axis. The Tx axis involves the
relationship between the bend line and the backgauge. Start
by measuring the body of the die you intend to use, and then
load two sets of that tooling into the press brake, one at
each end of the bed and under a light load. Now, send the
backgauge to its origin or reference position. If you are unsure
of what the location dimension is, check the press brake’s
service manual for that information. On many machines it’s
at 4 in. Add half of the die body width (not the die opening)
to that number, and measure from the front of the die to
the front of the backgauge. It should precisely match the
calculated value of the reference plus half of the die body
width. Move the backgauge and re-reference the gauge
several times to ensure it consistently finds its home position.
Take a second dial indicator and set them both to take a
reading from the stops themselves; the farther apart the two
dial indicators are, the better. Then send the backgauge out
and then back to position again to check the repeatability.
The last check is the repeatability of the press brake’s
hydraulics or drive system. Without a unique tool for
measuring pressure, you will need to rely on the press
brake’s controller. The data should be available, though
unfortunately it’s often buried in the technical data collected
by the controller. The data may also be password-protected.
Nonetheless, with a little research, patience, and practice,
you’ll be able to access the information about the health of
the hydraulic system anytime you need to know.
Press Brake and tooling: Good to check both
Regardless of the way it is developed in the workpiece,
the inside bend radius is the wrong metric for monitoring your
press brake’s health. But again, measuring the inside bend
radius is a good practice to follow to check your tooling.
Monitoring your press brake’s health definitely has merit,
as does checking the health of your tooling. In fact, it’s best
practice to check both. After all, a press brake in pristine
condition will still produce bad parts if it has bad tooling.
Steve Benson is a member and former chair of the
Precision Sheet Metal Technology Council of the Fabricators &
Manufacturers Association International. He is the president
of ASMA LLC, steve@theartofpressbrake.com. Benson
also conducts the FMA’s Precision Press Brake Certificate
Programme, which is held at locations across the US. For
more information, visit www.fmanet.org/training. The author’s
latest book, Bending Basics, is now available at the FMA
bookstore, www.fmanet.org/store.
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Buoyant German machine tool industry

T

machine tool show in
he German machine
tool industry’s order
September 2017.
bookings increased by
Compared with the
24% in the fourth quarter
previous year, orders
of 2017, compared with the
soared by 41% in October,
same quarter in 2016.
67% in November and 37%
Domestic orders were
in December.”
up by 48%, while orders
The VDW (www.vdw.de)
from abroad rose by 13%.
says
the flood of orders is
For 2017 as a whole, there
attributable not least to
was an overall increase of
the good performance of
8%, with domestic orders
the global economy.
climbing by 10%. Orders
“Capital investment
from abroad ended up 7%,
with euro-zone nations the
and machine tool
driving forces here.
consumption are rising
Wilfried Schäfer,
in all regions, and this is
executive director of the
benefitting all technologies
The scanning system is able to measure any component in real time,
Frankfurt-based VDW
in the machine tool
making protracted teaching processes a thing of the past.
(German Machine Tool
industry.”
©Fraunhofer IGD
Builders’ Association), said:
“Most recently, forming
“The year’s second half saw
technology
has again been
a breakthrough on the domestic market.
benefitting
from
large-scale
orders,
these
having
been absent
While domestic orders were still falling by double-figure
in the preceding months. Production output in 2017 reached
rates in the year’s first half, the German industrial sector
another new record level, with a 4% increase taking it to
threw off its caution in the second half and opted for massive
15.7 billion euros.”
investment in particular, following the EMO Hannover 2017

O

Canada shuts door on
cheap metal imports

ne day after a phone meeting between Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau and US President Donald Trump,
Ottawa announced measures to prevent Canada being
used as a back door for the import of cheap offshore steel
imports destined for the US.
Canada had promised to implement such measures after
it was exempted from heavy tariffs the US threatened to
impose on steel (25%) and aluminum (10%).
Among the measures:
• The Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) will be
empowered to prevent companies from avoiding US tariffs
by modifying products or assembling them in Canada or
elsewhere and then shipping them to the US with “made in
Canada” labelling
• The CBSA will monitor prices in the domestic market of
an exporting company to determine whether pricing is
legitimate or deceptive
• Labour unions will be allowed to participate in trade remedy
proceedings
The Globe and Mail reports that Canada already has 71
trade remedy measures in place to stem imports of aluminum
and steel. Canadian steel makers, as well as some Canadian
and US buyers of steel, have asked Ottawa to crack down on
the diversion of US-destined steel and aluminum shipments to
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Canada, where the metal can be shipped on to the US or sold
in Canada, undermining Canadian steel producers.
Canada could get break on metals tariffs, White House
says
Canada could still avoid being subject to US proposed
heavy tariffs on steel and aluminium.
During a media briefing spokeswoman Sarah Sanders said
that potential “national security” exceptions to the planned
tariffs could be applied to Canada and Mexico.
“There are potential carve-outs for Canada and Mexico
based on national security and possibly other countries as
well, based on that process. That would be a case-by-case and
country-by-country basis.”
But White House trade advisor Peter Navarro said that
even if Canada and Mexico are exempted when the tariff
announcement is made, the tariffs could be imposed on them
at a later date.
President Trump is facing significant opposition over the
tariffs in Washington, including from his own party’s ranks.
Some 107 Congressional Republicans sent Trump a letter
expressing their concerns over the plan.
Prime Minister Trudeau has taken a cautious approach,
declaring that he intends to wait to see what Trump actually
does before deciding how to respond.

Bystronic now acquires tube and

profile-processing specialist TTM Laser S.p.A.
China has removed a 20-year restriction allowing
foreign companies to gain a greater share of its market.

T

his expands their laser
cutting portfolio into
applications for tubes with
diameters between 12 and
815mm, and for profiles.
Bystronic is expanding its
partnership with the Italian
specialist for laser-based
tube and profile processing
TTM Laser S.p.A. with the
outright acquisition of the
company. Thus, Bystronic is
enhancing its existing range of
technologies along the cutting,
bending, and automation
process chain.
Bystronic offers its customers system solutions for the
cutting and bending of sheet metal. Recently, Bystronic
significantly expanded its existing portfolio of technologies
for these process steps with new solutions for automation,
warehouse integration, and digital networking.
“In addition to automated and networked processes for
sheet processing, the supplementary processing of tubes
and profiles is an important step for many customers that
allows them to successfully position themselves on the
market. Being able to purchase all these production solutions
from a single source creates an added value for customers.
A supplier with a strong position in the fields of sales and
service not only simplifies the purchase and maintenance,
but also the successful integration and operation of their
manufacturing solutions,” said a company spokesperson.

J

Since November 2017,
Bystronic and TTM Laser S.p.A.
have been supporting this
customer requirement within the
framework of a partnership, which
until now has comprised joint
sales activities. During this period,
the positive feedback from existing
customers has shown that there is
a strong demand in many markets
for an even closer collaboration
between Bystronic and TTM Laser
S.p.A. Hence, both partners have
now agreed on a full takeover of
TTM Laser S.p.A. by Bystronic.
TTM Laser S.p.A. is a successful Italian technology
company that is headquartered in Cazzago San Martino
(Province of Brescia). The company has been active since
2001 specialising in the development and manufacture of
2D and 3D laser systems for cutting tubes and profiles and
for welding large format metal sheets. It has state-of-theart production infrastructures, and with 40 employees, it
achieved a turnover of approximately 14 million euro in 2017.
With TTM Laser S.p.A.’s technologies, Bystronic is
deepening its existing portfolio for the laser cutting process
step with applications for tubes with diameters between
12 and 815mm and for profiles. In addition, Bystronic is
expanding its portfolio with solutions for the laser welding of
large-format metal sheets.

Jaguar Land Rover to cut
1 000 jobs at Solihull

aguar Land Rover (JLR), Britain’s biggest carmaker, is set
to announce the loss of 1 000 temporary contract workers
from its Solihull production facility, blaming sales hit by
Brexit and consumer uncertainty over diesel.
Sales of the Jaguar brand are reported to be down 26 per
cent in 2018, with Land Rover suffering a 20 per cent drop.
In an expected announcement JLR will attribute the declining
sales to customer uncertainty caused by Brexit, as well as
shifting government policy in relation to diesel. Over 90 per
cent of the company’s UK sales are from diesel vehicles.
“In light of the continuing headwinds impacting the car
industry, we are making some adjustments to our production
schedules and the level of agency staff,” read a JLR
statement.
“We are however continuing to recruit large numbers
of highly skilled engineers, graduates and apprentices as
we are over-proportionally investing in new products and

technologies.”
Dom Tribe, automotive sector specialist at management
consultancy, Vendigital, said: “In the highly-unionised
automotive industry, contractors are a flexible employment
resource for volume manufacturers - allowing them to reduce
labour costs as and when needed.
“It is therefore no surprise that these job losses concern
contractors rather than full-time workers. With government
continuing to make slow progress over a Brexit trade deal,
we may see more automotive manufacturers following suit in
order to mitigate risks, reduce overheads and protect their
profitability.”
The Solihull plant employs around 10 000 people,
including 2 000 contract workers. Earlier in the year, JLR
announced that it would cut production at its Halewood plant
in Merseyside in light of Brexit uncertainty.
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Marposs announces
acquisition of aviation
tooling supplier BPMA

M

arposs Corporation, a world leader in measurement
and process monitoring technologies, has announced
the acquisition of BPMA precision mechanics (Le
Pin, France), a specialist in the design and manufacture of
jet engine tooling and mechanical equipment for the
aerospace industry. Established in 1966,
the BPMA product line extends the quality
systems offered by Marposs for aircraft
engines, including both new engine
programmes as well as maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO) of legacy
engines.
“We have years of experience in
providing systems that improve the manufacturing and
servicing of engines and their components for the aerospace
industry. This is an excellent addition to our offerings,” said
Francisco Flores, the aerospace market development manager
for Marposs.

Within the aeronautics
and space sectors,
Marposs provides
the design and
manufacture of
tooling, fixtures,
machine monitoring
systems and automatic
inspection machines that perform checks
on specific parts. Their systems are used for assembly, final
inspection and MRO of almost every modern aircraft engine
manufactured.

India overtakes UK as car sales surge

I

ndia’s automotive
sales surged at the
second-fastest rate
in the world in 2017,
with total numbers
exceeding developed
markets like the
UK and France
and coming within
striking distance of
Germany.
India closed
the last calendar
year with sales of
3.61 million units
- a growth of 8.8%
and putting India
in fifth spot in the
world behind China
(25.8 million), the
USA (17.23 million),
Japan (5.16 million)
and Germany (3.71 million).
Sales in the UK were at 2.9 million units, and in France
2.54 million units (Brazil was the world’s fastest-growing
automotive market, with a 9.4% year-on-year rise to 2.16
million units).
From a gap of 378 000 units between itself and Germany
in 2015, India is now just 96 000 units behind the latter
in terms of annual sales, and it is expected that India will
overtake Germany by the end of this year, on the back of
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sustained demand for
compact hatchbacks
and sports utility
vehicles (SUVs).
However, in
terms of value India
is far behind the
developed markets,
including Germany.
Compact cars (under
4m long) make
up 75% of India’s
passenger vehicle
demand, which is
more than most
other developing and
developed markets in
the world.
On the other
hand, Germany’s
market is dominated
by premium and
luxury brands such as Volkswagen, Mercedes, BMW and
Audi. That said, in India there are only 32 vehicles per 1 000
people, compared to around 800 vehicles per 1 000 people in
the USA, formerly the world’s biggest vehicle market.
This is the reason why new mass market brands such as
Peugeot, Kia and China’s SAIC have announced plans to enter
India by 2020. Suzuki Motor Corporation, the parent company
of Maruti Suzuki India Ltd, says it expects India’s car market
to become the third-largest in the world by 2020.

NASA enlists Lockheed Martin

in the quest for the supersonic thump
The Lockheed Martin Skunk Works X-plane design will cruise at 55 000 feet (16.7km), Mach 1.4, and will generate a gentle,
supersonic heartbeat instead of a sonic boom. (PRNewsfoto/Lockheed Martin Aeronautics)

N

ew X-plane will be built to investigate quiet transition to
supersonic flight.
NASA has awarded a contract to Lockheed Martin
to build a full-scale experimental aircraft (X-plane) to be
known as a low-boom flight demonstrator. The contract is the
culmination of a decade of collaboration, and takes forward
a contract awarded in 2016 for preliminary design of the
aircraft.
The agreement is part of a project called QueSST (quiet
supersonic technology), which aims to dull the volume of a
sonic boom to about the level of the car door closing. At 75
perceived level decibels, the target noise is more of a dull
thump than a boom. The aim is to establish an acceptable

It will even look fast on the ground
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commercial supersonic noise standard that would allow the
current regulations, which ban supersonic travel over land
to be overturned. It was these regulations that severely
hampered Concorde’s use in the 1970s and 1980s. With
no possibility to fly at supersonic speeds over the US, the
aircraft could not serve routes to the West Coast.
The low-boom flight demonstrator research programme
has two goals: To design and build the aircraft, which
although large-scale would still be smaller than any aircraft
that went into service; and to fly it over selected US
communities to gather data on human responses to the
sonic thump. The project is based across all four of NASA’s
aeronautical research field centres in Virginia, Ohio, and
California.
The aircraft will be designed to cruise at 55 000 feet
(16.7km) altitude at 940mph (1 512km/h). The contract
began this week and will run until the end of 2021, and is
valued at $247.5m. The schedule will see Lockheed Martin
hand the aircraft over to NASA at the end of the period, and
NASA plans to begin the flight and data collecting phase of
QueSST in mid-2022.
“It is super exciting to be back designing and flying
X-planes at this scale. Our long tradition of solving the
technical barriers of supersonic flight to benefit everyone
continues,” said Jaiwon Shin, NASA’s associate administrator
for aeronautics.
“We’re honoured to continue our partnership with NASA
to enable a new generation of supersonic travel,” added
Peter Iosifidis, Low-Boom Flight Demonstrator programme
manager, Lockheed Martin Skunk Works.
“We look forward to applying the extensive work
completed under QueSST to the design, build and flight test
of the X-plane, providing NASA with a demonstrator to make
supersonic commercial travel possible for passengers around
the globe.”

UK scientists on brink of
titanium revolution

The Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl)
in Porton Down, UK has revolutionised the production
of titanium by reducing the 40 stage process down to
just two steps and potentially halving the cost.

T

he British Ministry of Defence (MoD) has announced
that its Defence Science and Technology Laboratory
(officially abbreviated to Dstl) had, in cooperation with the
University of Sheffield, developed a radical new method
of producing titanium parts. Dstl has so far invested almost
£30 000 in this research and development programme.
Titanium combines high strength and corrosion resistance
with low weight. It is as strong as steel but is only 50% of
the weight of steel. But it is some 10 times more expensive
than steel and it is difficult and expensive to make titanium
products.
The new technology is called FAST-forge and cuts the
number of steps required to manufacture titanium parts
from 40 to just two. The technology has been proved at the
laboratory scale and a pilot plant (described by the UK MoD
as “large-scale”) has been completed and will soon start
operation.
The pilot plant has been jointly funded by the Dstl and
the UK subsidiary of US group Kennametal Manufacturing.
Dstl and Kennametal have previously cooperated on the
development and manufacture of ceramic armour.
“FAST-forge is a disruptive technology that enables near
net shape components to be produced from powder or
particulate in two simple processing steps,” explained project
head Dr Nick Weston.

Titanium combines high strength and corrosion
resistance with low weight. It is as strong as steel
but is only 50% of the weight of steel

“Such components have mechanical properties equivalent
to forged product. For titanium alloys, FAST-forge will provide
a step change in the cost of components, allowing use in
automotive applications such as powertrain and suspension
systems.”
“We’re really excited about this innovation, which could
cut the production cost of titanium parts by up to 50%,”
highlighted Dstl Materials Science principal scientist Matthew
Lunt.
“With this reduction in cost, we could use titanium in
submarines, where corrosion resistance would extend the life,
or for light-weight requirements like armoured vehicles.”
“Our Armed Forces use titanium in everything from
cutting-edge nuclear submarines and fighter jets through to
life-changing replacement limbs – but production time and
costs mean we haven’t always used it,” stated UK Defence
Secretary (Minister) Gavin Williamson.
“This ground-breaking method is not only faster and
cheaper but could see a huge expansion of titanium parts and
equipment throughout the military. It is a clear example of
how our world-class scientists are working behind the scenes
to help our Armed Forces as well as bringing prosperity and
security to Britain.”

Röhm Group acquired by

Dr. Helmut Rothenberger Holding Group

R

öhm Group recently announced it is
now part of Dr. Helmut Rothenberger
Holding GmbH. The acquisition will
further strengthen Röhm operations.
The company’s 1400 employees join the
Rothenberger Group’s family of more
than 100 companies, which include
Rothenberger AG, Autania AG and Walter
Werkzeuge GmbH.
The Röhm family’s fourth generation
representative Norbert Roos said: “We
are pleased to have found a dependable
and competent buyer in the family-run Dr.
Helmut Rothenberger Holding GmbH group
of companies.” He added that it would
be “a guarantee for further successful
development and continuation of the Röhm

Group.”
In addition, Dr. Helmut Rothenberger
stated, “The traditional company Röhm
provides a good basis in order to keep up
with the requirements of Industry 4.0 with
regard to energy savings and networked
clamping and gripping systems for the
machine tool and robot industries.”
With nearly two centuries of combined
experience in manufacturing, the Röhm
Group and Rothenberger Group are
both focusing on growth in 2018. Plans
are underway to increase Röhm’s staff
and further secure its position as a
leading clamping device and drill chuck
manufacturer.
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GE’s giant wind turbines
will have rotors as long
as football fields

G

E Renewable Energy has announced plans to build
the Haliade-X, the biggest, most powerful offshore
wind turbine that the world has ever seen. Standing
at 260 metres, the turbine will be 92 metres taller than the
Washington Monument.
The turbine will have a 12MW direct-drive generator, and
be able to produce 45% more energy than turbines currently
on the market. The plan will take a significant investment from
GE, which will plug more than 400 million dollars into the
turbine’s development over the next three to five years.
The colossal turbine’s rotors will be designed and
manufactured by LM Wind Power out of Denmark. The carbon
hybrid blades will be 107 metres long, which is only 2.75
metres shorter than a football field.
Each one of these machines will generate enough energy
to power up to 5 000 US homes. The hope is to create wind

farms that will power up to 300 000 homes. It’s actually
enough power to cover one million European households, just
a side note on average US energy consumption.
The diameter of the rotor is 220 metres and the blade
sweep will cover a surface of 38 090 square metres - sticking
with the football comparison, that’s the equivalent to the area
of seven football fields.
The industry is interested for a number of reasons, namely
the fact that more powerful turbines mean wind farms with
fewer machines. It’s cheaper from a capital expense point
of view, and it reduces risk in the installation process. It will
also translate to less maintenance and simplify operations.
According to GE, the design should make offshore wind
projects more profitable and lower the cost of electricity.
The company hopes to ship the first Haliade-X as soon
as 2021.

Swedish Steel Prize 2018
finalists stand out with pioneering designs

S

SAB has announced
the four finalists for the
2018 Swedish Steel
Prize. The winning design
concepts use high-strength
steel to achieve the highest
possible performance. The
winner will be announced at
a ceremony in Stockholm on
May 24.
CTE Spa, Italy, has
developed a small, truckmounted sky-lift. The compact
boom system has an elevated
slewing mechanism that
provides the capability to maneuver around corners, giving
access to confined spaces.
JAK Metalli Oy, Finland, has invented a cutting principle for
the cleansing of roadside vegetation that provides a controlled
operation for small trees. The design uses high-strength and
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wear-resistant steel, resulting
in a lightweight cutter head,
low energy consumption, and
reduced operational costs.
Mantella S.r.l., Italy,
has designed a trailer and
body with high-strength and
wear-resistant steel. The
lightweight trailer offers
improved stability, low
operational costs, and high
transport efficiency.
Trufab Global, Australia,
has created a flexible,
lightweight grain auger wagon
with a modular design that uses almost no welding. The
modularity allows for different sizes to be delivered and for
the final assembly to be done on-site. The chaser bin reduces
cost and increases production efficiency for producers and
end users.

Japan machinery manufacturers

with China links hit by trade war fears

S

hares of Japanese machinery makers with heavy
exposure to China plummeted recently as China and the
United States moved closer to a trade war that could
damage global growth, according to a Reuters article in The
Asahi Shimbun.
Shares in machinery manufacturers, which account for 20
per cent of Japan’s total exports, had enjoyed strong gains
in the past year on the back of brisk demand for investment
in electronics and semiconductors in China, Japan’s biggest
trading partner.
US President Donald Trump signed a presidential
memorandum that will target up to $60 billion (6 trillion
yen) in Chinese goods with tariffs to kick in after a 30-day
consultation period. The tariffs would target sectors including
technology.
“Responding to rising demand for tech products in China,
Japan’s capital goods makers and machinery makers had
seen strong exports so they are likely to hit hard from now,”
said Shogo Maekawa, global market strategist at JPMorgan
Asset Management.

The Tokyo machinery sector index slumped 5.6 per cent,
helping to pull the Nikkei share average down 4.5 per cent.
Machine tool makers were hammered, with Makino Milling
Machine sliding 6.1 per cent, Okuma Corp. nose-diving
7.4 per cent and DMG Mori Co. stumbling 6.0 per cent.
Since the beginning of the year, Makino has fallen
15 per cent, while Okuma and DMG Mori have both sunk
around 20 per cent.
The Cabinet Office said that it expects a 3.1 per cent drop
in Japan’s exports, the first decline in five quarters.
“For the Japanese economy which relies heavily on
external demand amid weak domestic demand, this signals
an end to strong exports,” said Toru Suehiro, a senior market
economist at Mizuho Securities.
Big losers included semiconductor equipment makers
Advantest and Tokyo Electron Ltd. dropped 4.1 per cent and
5.7 per cent, respectively. High-purity silicon maker Sumco
Corp. also shed 5.0 per cent and silicon products maker
Shin-Etsu Chemical Co. tumbled 6.7 per cent. Construction
equipment maker Komatsu tumbled 6.3 per cent.

Tenneco buying Federal-Mogul
for $5.4 billion

Cash/stock deal involves plan to split, then spin off the powertrain and motorparts businesses.

I

cahn Enterprises L.P. struck a
deal to sell automotive supplier
Federal-Mogul LLC to Tenneco
Inc. for $5.4 billion, a cash and
stock deal. Tenneco, which
has a similar organisation that
manufactures parts and systems
for automotive OEMs as well
as aftermarket products, plans
to split Federal-Mogul into two
businesses and then spin-off
each one as a separate, listed
organisation.
Currently, Federal-Mogul
operates as two independent
divisions, Federal-Mogul Powertrain and Federal-Mogul
Motorparts. Federal-Mogul Powertrain designs and
manufactures engine bearings, connecting rods, pistons,
piston pins, piston rings, cylinder liners, valve seats and
guides, spark plugs, ignition coils, and transmission products.
Federal-Mogul Motorparts produces and distributes
numerous brand-name products for vehicle aftermarkets,
including ANCO wiper blades; Champion spark plugs, wipers
and filters; BERU glow plugs; AE, Fel-Pro, Goetze, Nural, Glyco
and Payen engine products; MOOG steering and suspension
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parts; and Ferodo and Wagner
brake products.
The deal will reportedly see
Tenneco pay $800 million in cash
plus 29.5 million shares of its own
common stock, 23.8 million shares
of which will be non-voting shares
that will become voting shares as
soon as they are sold.
Reportedly, Tenneco’s own
stock sales will be restricted for up
to five months after the closing.
Icahn Enterprises acquired
Federal-Mogul Holdings Corp.
in 2016, paying an estimated $282 million to acquire all
outstanding shares and privatise the company in which it
already had been the largest shareholder.
“Icahn Enterprises acquired majority control of FederalMogul in 2008 when we saw an out-of-favor market
opportunity for a great company,” commented Carl C. Icahn,
chairman of Icahn Enterprises. “During that time, we have
built one of the leading global suppliers of automotive
products.”

Wohlers Report 2018

shows dramatic rise in metal
additive manufacturing and
overall industry growth of 21%
Industry expanded by more than $1.25 billion.

W

ohlers Associates, Inc. has released the Wohlers
Report 2018, the global report on the state of the
additive manufacturing (AM) and 3D printing industry,
terms used interchangeably. Wohlers Associates has published
its series of annual reports on AM for 23 consecutive years.
The Wohlers Report 2018 is filled with insightful data
and perspective to inform the reader of the most critical
developments. According to the new report, an estimated
1 768 metal AM systems were sold in 2017, compared
to 983 systems in 2016, an increase of nearly 80%. This
dramatic rise in metal AM system installations accompanies
improved process monitoring and quality assurance measures
in metal AM, although more work is ahead. Increasingly,
global manufacturers are becoming aware of the benefits of
producing metal parts by additive manufacturing.
Wohlers Associates found that 135 companies around
the world produced and sold industrial AM systems in 2017,
up from 97 companies in 2016. These systems are defined
as machines that sell for more than $5 000. New system
manufacturers are entering the AM market at a dizzying pace,
while releasing machines with open material platforms, faster
print speeds, and lower pricing.
76 co-authors and contributors from 32 countries
shared data and expertise to form the basis of analysis in

the Wohlers Report 2018. This wealth of resources further
strengthened the team at Wohlers Associates with insights
into the AM industry unmatched by any other organisation.
The Wohlers Report 2018 includes new and expanded
sections on design for additive manufacturing, postprocessing, and an impressive range of startup companies
and research initiatives. These and many other new sections
of the report provide practical and cautionary advice and
guidelines for managers, researchers, educators, and
investors in organisations around the world.
The 344-page Wohlers Report 2018 includes 36
charts and graphs, 110 tables, and 192 photographs
and illustrations. It also includes more than 160 pages of
supplemental online information that is available to buyers
of the report. Details on the new annual state of the industry
report are at http://wohlersassociates.com/2018report.htm.
Wohlers Associates offers an unparalleled window into
additive manufacturing and 3D printing. The independent
consulting firm of 31 years provides technical, market, and
strategic advice on the new developments and trends in
rapid product development and AM. Wohlers Associates
counts 260 organisations in 26 countries among its clients.
Separately, the company has provided advice to more than
175 companies in the investment community.

Haas celebrates milestone

T

his year marks the 30th anniversary of the VF-1, the very
first vertical machining center from Haas Automation. The
“V” in the model name stands for vertical, an industrystandard designation for a vertical mill. Company founder Gene
Haas added “F1” to the name to unofficially designate it as
their “Very First One.”
Developed in 1987 and introduced at the International
Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS) 88 in Chicago, IL, the
VF-1 established an industry milestone by being the very first
American-built vertical machining center to sell for less than
$50 000, an unheard-of price at that time. With a published
price of $49 900 (published pricing was another Haas
first) the VF-1 quickly became the industry benchmark for
affordable CNC technology.
Factoring for inflation, that $49 900 starting price would
be nearly $104 000 today. But 30 years later, the 2018 Haas
VF-1 still sells for less than $50 000. It’s $46 995 and the
company is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of CNC
machine tools, with an extensive lineup of more than 100
high performance products. Prices for all their machines and
options are published online, and customers can even build
and price their new machine online.

All of these machines
are manufactured in their
1.1 million square foot
(103 000 square metres)
facility in Southern California
and distributed through a
worldwide network of more than
170 Haas Factory Outlets (HFOs). Each
HFO has complete showroom facilities, factory-trained service
personnel, extensive spare parts inventories, and fully stocked
service vehicles to provide the best service and support. At
present, there are roughly 200 000 of these CNC machines
and 100 000 rotary products in use around the world. In
2018, they will build more than 15 000 machines, with
around 60 per cent of them going to international markets.
To commemorate 30 years of the VF-1 and other firsts,
Haas have launched a year-long “Very First” campaign that
will include worldwide demo day events, a video series
documenting both company and customer “very firsts” and
much more. This campaign will culminate with the return of
machine No. 1 - the Very First Haas VF-1 - to IMTS 2018 in
Chicago, where the story began.
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EuroBLECH 2018 -

The technological showcase
for the sheet metal working industry
Book your space on the EuroBLECH 2018 Trade Fair Travel and
Metalworking News travel package.

F

rom 23 to 26 October 2018 the
international sheet metal working
industry will meet again for its leading
industry exhibition EuroBLECH 2018 in
Hannover, Germany. A total of 60 636 visitors
from some 102 different countries came
to Hannover in 2016 to get an overview of
the latest technological developments in
sheet metal processing and invest in new
production equipment. 1 505 companies
from 41 countries displayed their products
and services on a record net exhibition space
of 87 800m².
As the technological showcase and business barometer
of the sheet metal working industry, EuroBLECH offers
its audience a comprehensive overview of the prevailing
technological trends. For companies in sheet metal working
looking to find suitable machinery and smart solutions
for modern production, the exhibition is the key global
event. Visitors can find an extensive product range, from
conventional systems through to advanced, high-tech
processes and also gain an overview of what is available
worldwide.
Production processes in sheet metal working have, once
again, strongly advanced over the past two years. Solutions
offering more flexibility, higher precision and excellent
quality are high on the agenda of manufacturing companies.
The use of automation and robotics in sheet metal working
continues to grow. Lightweight construction and laser
processing are continuously creating innovation in the field
of sheet metal working.
The show profile of the 25th International Sheet Metal
Working Technology Exhibition represents the entire sheet
metal working technology chain including sheet metal,
semi-finished and finished products, handling, separation,
forming, flexible sheet metal working, joining, welding, tube
/ section processing, surface treatment, processing of hybrid
structures, tools, quality control, CAD/CAM systems, factory
equipment and R&D.
Keep informed with social media
EuroBLECH 2018 is present on many social networks
including Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Foursquare and
LinkedIn. Follow the social media pages and always keep
up-to-date with EuroBLECH 2018. The official hashtag for
Twitter is #euroblech.
Visas for visitors
All visitors travelling on a South African passport need
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a Schengen visa. Since November 2009,
the German consulates based in South
Africa have implemented a new appointment
system to eliminate applicants standing
in queues. Please book your appointment
6-8 weeks in advance of your trip to avoid
unnecessary stress and disappointment.
Although a visa may currently take five
working days, or longer, to process, you have
to consider obtaining an appointment as well.
Please note that all Schengen visa
applicants must appear in person in order
to fulfill the latest biometric requirements. Appointments
can be made online at www.visa-germany.co.za or TEL:
0861 00 22 45. The appointment incurs a fee as does the
Schengen visa - please visit the website for the latest prices.
The following link will refer you to the web link of the
German consulate closest to you: http://www.visa-germany.
co.za. Once you have made your selection, refer to the
visa section for the downloadable application form and
information on all other requirements.
Besides your passport (must contain at least two empty
pages), cash to pay for the visa and specific photographs,
you will require the following documents if you are applying
for a business visa. Don’t overlook these because you will be
turned away:
• Document confirming employment situation
• Document reflecting the nature or purpose of the trip
• Documents confirming sufficient funds are available for
the trip
• Flight-ticket
• Proof of accommodation
• International medical insurance
Important: Your trade show exhibitor stand confirmation
or visitor entrance ticket, along with the proof of payment/
invoice, serves as your invitation letter and these documents
must be submitted along with all other documentation
required by the consulate.
EuroBLECH 2018 Trade Fair Travel and Metalworking
News travel package
For details on the Trade Fair Travel and Metalworking
News tour contact Peter Stephenson on
peter@tradefairtours.com or visit www.tradefairtours.com

Autonomous 3D scanner supports
individual manufacturing processes

Researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics Research IGD are taking the
vision of batch sizes of one a big step closer to reality, with a new type of 3D scanning system.

L

et’s say the armrest is
broken in your vintage
car. As things stand,
you would need a lot of
luck and persistence to
find the right spare part.
But in the world of Industry
4.0 and production with
batch sizes of one, you can
simply scan the armrest and
print it out. This is made
possible by the first ever 3D
scanner capable of working
autonomously and in real
time.
Part of the charm of
vintage cars is that they
stopped making them long
ago, so it is special when you do see one out on the roads. If
something breaks or stops working in the vehicle, however,
this special status quickly becomes a problem, as spare
parts are no longer manufactured either. With the advent of
Industry 4.0, this is set to change. Manufacturing is turning
toward batch sizes of one and individualised production. This
is sometimes also referred to as highly customised mass
production.
New scanner works autonomously and in real time
Although this kind of individual manufacturing is still some
way off, researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Computer
Graphics Research IGD are taking the vision of batch sizes
of one a big step closer to reality, with a new type of 3D
scanning system.
“The special thing about our system is that it scans
components autonomously and in real time,” says Pedro
Santos, department head at Fraunhofer IGD.
For the owners of vintage cars with a broken part, this
means that the defective component is glued together and
placed on a turntable, which is situated beneath a robot arm
with the scanner. Everything else happens automatically.
The robot arm moves the scanner around the component so
that it can register the complete geometry with the minimum
number of passes. Depending on the size and complexity of
the component, this takes anything from a few seconds to
a few minutes. Already while the scan is running, intelligent
algorithms create a three-dimensional image of the object in
the background. Then a material simulation of the 3D image
checks whether a 3D print satisfies the relevant stability
requirements. In a final step, the component is printed using
a 3D printer and is then ready to be fitted in the vintage car.
No need for protracted learning process
Santos emphasises that the real achievement here is
not so much the scanner itself, but the combination of the
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scanner with view planning
to form an autonomous
system. This view planning
technology was also created
by Fraunhofer IGD. During
an initial scan, algorithms
calculate what further scans
are necessary so that the
object can be recorded with
as few scans as possible.
Thanks to this method,
the system is able to
quickly and independently
measure objects that are
entirely unknown to it. This
is a unique selling point,
because previous scanners
either had to be taught
how to do this, or else you had to have the CAD model of
the component, making it possible to recognise the position
of the object relative to the scanner. If you had taught the
scanner to scan a car seat for quality control (TARGET-ACTUAL
comparison), then it would be able to scan the next 200
car seats, because they would be largely identical in mass
production conditions. But conventional scanners are not
suited to the task of handling batch sizes of one.
“By contrast, our scan system is able to measure any
component, irrespective of its design – and you don’t have to
teach it,” explains Santos.
“Also, you don’t need information about CAD models or
templates - in other words, the specifications of standard
forms that a component usually has.”
Manufacturing assistant for Industry 4.0
Thanks to this USP, the autonomous scanner enables
completely new kinds of applications. For example, it can be
used as a manufacturing assistant and improve cooperation
between humans and machines. This interaction is the
focus of the EU-funded “Autoware” project that involves
the assembly of cylinders including the various pistons,
casings and seals. Before now, the cylinders were assembled
manually, and the subsequent quality control was carried out
using a printed checklist and manual measurements.
“Our 3D scanning system now enables robots via
comparisons with the database to recognise what component
it has in front of it and also to determine which component
its human colleague needs next for assembly of the cylinder,”
explains Santos.
In addition, the machine carries out the final quality
control, scanning the cylinder to check whether the
dimensions are accurate. As part of further projects, the
Fraunhofer IGD researchers are also testing the entire chain
from recording and visualising up to 3D reproduction.

DMG Mori’s ‘Path of Digitisation’
focuses on automation
solutions, new technology

T

he theme at DMG Mori’s open
house exhibition in Pfronten,
Germany this year was the
“Path of Digitisation” showcasing
the company’s technology, including
a digital factory, holistic automation
solutions and new technology.
The open house was held at the
company’s Deckel Maho business
unit.
Approximately 9 000 visitors,
including media members and
DMG Mori customers, saw 70 hightech machines, including the world premiere of the new NTX
3000, as well as innovative manufacturing processes such as
additive manufacturing.
The digital transformation follows a bottom-up strategy
from the CELOS machine on to CELOS manufacturing and right
through to the digital factory.
End-to-end solutions for the digital factory
First presented at the EMO, digital workflows for
data-supported production planning and automated tool
management have meanwhile undergone fine-tuning. They
will be available for customers as CELOS apps as early as
the first half of this year. Other digital focus topics include
the continuous expansion of the monitoring possibilities for
optimising processes and production as well as the digital

products and services. Embedded
in the new manufacturer-neutral
IIoT platform ADAMOS, DMG MORI
offers its customers and suppliers
integral and open end-to-end
digitisation solutions.
Automated production:
Integral solutions for the
production of the future
Automation solutions are
gaining in importance in efficient
manufacturing. DMG MORI
supports this development by ensuring all machines from
its diverse portfolio can be delivered from a single source ex
works as either a standard automation or as a customised
automation solution. In order to strengthen the development
of future-oriented automation solutions the innovation leader
concentrates their know how with a long-standing partner
Heitec AG. The companies have formed a joint venture
company DMG MORI Heitec.
One in four new machines from DMG MORI is already
provided with an automation solution. In future, every machine
will be fitted with automation based on a modular system. By
modular-based compatible solutions, DMG MORI Heitec will
supply customers with an integrated automation concept.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

3D printing rocket engine parts

W

hile they seem like a
simple component,
the nozzles on rocket
engines require complex
production methods to withstand
the extreme temperatures and
pressures they encounter during
the combustion process. And
with additional complexity comes
extra costs.
Both cost and complexity
have played critical roles in the
advancement of 3D printing
and additive manufacturing
technology. And just as
numerous manufacturers have saved time and money by
incorporating 3D printing into their production flows, NASA’s
Marshall Space Flight Center looked to realise the same
benefits via a new additive manufacturing technique for
nozzle fabrication.
The process is called Laser Wire Direct Closeout (LWDC),
and it differs from other 3D-printing approaches in that it
uses a freeform-directed energy wire deposition process to

fabricate material in place. This
NASA-patented technology has the
potential to reduce build time from
months to weeks.
The LWDC technique employs a
wire-based additive manufacturing
process that helps address the
high operating pressures faced by
these nozzles. The new process
also allows for fabricating a series
of channels within the nozzle that
play an important role in guarding
against overheating. Using 3D
printing for the nozzles, which
are only as thick as a couple of
sheets of paper, allows for accurately building a part that can
withstand a harsh operating environment.
Keystone Synergistic of Port St. Lucie, Florida used the
technology to fabricate and test a nozzle. The LWDC approach
is currently being licensed for commercial applications, and
was developed through NASA's Small Business Innovation
Research programme.
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Heidenhain’s DROs offer
useful software features

H

eidenhain’s Acu-Rite brand has released a
line of three digital readouts (DROs) with
software features and hardware for milling,
turning, grinding and boring applications.
Heidenhain’s Acu-Rite brand has released a
line of three digital readouts (DROs) with software
features and hardware for milling, turning, grinding
and boring applications. The models support
software features that include an
Installation Guide that appears at firsttime power up, as well as Dynamic
Zoom that, once activated, enlarges the
display values for the axis being moved
at a given point. This enables the user to
immediately see which axis is currently
in motion.
The DRO100 unit has been designed
as a functional yet simple DRO that can
be easily
understood by the operator. The DRO203 offers all the basic
functions, plus common features for both milling and turning

applications such as bolt-hole calculations for
milling and vectoring/taper ratio for turning.
The DRO300 high-end programmable model
is available in three- and four-axis variants.
It is the only unit in the series offering the
connector for external switching
functions. It includes the option
of expanding the system to serve
as a six-axis DRO.
Other new software
features common to all three
models include improved file
management, whereby users
can save or load firmware,
configuration files, graphic files and
instruction manuals. Additionally, a simpler user
management system has been introduced, and as many as
nine users can operate the DRO203 and DRO300 units.
For more information contact Mafema Sales Services on
TEL: 314 4416 or visit www.heidenhainsa.co.za

Mazak five-axis HMC mills aluminium for
aerospace, superconductors
Mazak’s HCR-5000S five-axis, single-table HMC is designed for efficient
small- to mid-sized aluminium component processing.

M

azak’s HCR-5000S five-axis, single-table horizontal
machining center is designed
for efficient small to mid-size
aluminium machining for the aerospace
and semiconductor industries. It offers
a range of high-speed spindle options
ranging from 12 000 to 30 000rpm.
Each spindle features an integral
motor and ballscrew core cooling that
together minimise vibrations for higher
accuracy. A 40-tool auto toolchanger,
which is expandable to hold 160
tools, further boosts productivity with
a chip-to-chip tool-change time of 2.8
seconds.
Linear roller guides enable the system to achieve 60m/
min rapid traverse rates. Additionally the guides enable 1-G
acceleration/deceleration rates in the X and Y axes, plus 0.8
G in the Z axis, shortening machine cycle times. The lowfriction, rigid design of the roller guides makes the machine
suitable for heavy-duty and high-speed cutting applications.
The HMC has a single-table design that incorporates a
rigidity bed, solid-base X-axis construction and roller gear
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cam systems for the A and C axes. The machine’s tilt/rotary
table provides rapid traverse rates of 50rpm
in the C axis and 30rpm in the A axis. The
table positions in 0.0001-degree increments,
accommodating parts as heavy as 500kg and
as large as 700mm in diameter and 644mm
tall.
The tilt of the table, along with a chip
conveyor and flood coolant, ensures efficient
chip management and evacuation. To
optimise chip flow, the horizontal spindle
orientation enables inverted positioning, while
a standard 800-l coolant tank accommodates
a Niagara coolant configuration. For even
higher levels of productivity and unattended
operation, the machine can be outfitted with an automatic
two-pallet changer as well as a Multi-Pallet Pool (MPP) system.
It can also be incorporated into a fully automated Palletech
system.
The Mazatrol SmoothX CNC enables 3D-part visualisations
through its touch screen for ease of use.
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

VMC enables precise five-axis machining
Okuma’s MU-5000V vertical machining center is suited for five-axis,
multi-sided machining.

T

he VMC is available with a No. 40 or 50 spindle,
providing a configuration for many five-axis jobs.
Ballscrew cooling and a rigid left-right
mobile trunnion table support high-precision
and heavy-duty cutting.
The low centre of gravity in workpiece
movement enables it to machine difficult
materials and a range of workpieces. An
in-machine coil chip conveyor safely and
reliably discharges chips.
Users can integrate the machine
with automation systems to maximise
productivity.
The machine’s design places pallet
changing at the back of the machine
for easy connection to a Palletace flexible
manufacturing system, pallet pool, largecapacity automatic toolchanger (ATC) and
robots.
The VMC can be equipped with the company’s Super-

NURBS function, enabling high feed rates and
ultra-fine finishes. The optional Machining
Navi monitors cutting conditions and
displays optimal spindle speed to
eliminate chatter. Five-Axis Auto Tuning
increases accuracies by automatically
measuring and correcting machine
misalignments in minutes.
The company’s Thermo-Friendly
Concept and Collision Avoidance
System ensure that the machine
performs consistently regardless of
warmup time or ambient temperatures
and protects it from potentially harmful
crashes.
Close proximity of the spindle to the control
panel and easy access to the workpiece improves ease

of use.
For more information contact F & H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za
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Castrol metalworking fluids reduce the
use of additives and biocides
The new XBB cutting fluid technology from Castrol, however, now maintains
constant pH levels and stable conditions for longer than other standard cutting fluids.

M

etalworking fluids
can suffer from
bacterial growth
and contamination,
resulting in a shortened
service life. This leads to
pH depletion, unpleasant
odours, unstable emulsion
and poor performance.
Additives and biocides
have been the way to
control this up to now.
The new XBB cutting
fluid technology from
Castrol, however, now
maintains constant
pH levels and stable
conditions for longer than
other standard cutting
fluids. As the company stresses, this has been proven in lab
tests and seen in real production conditions. This enables
cost savings in top-ups, biocide, and frequent fluid changes,
without harmful chemicals.
Castrol Hysol SL 36 XBB
Castrol Hysol SL 36 XBB is optimised for metalworking
with ferrous alloys (cast iron and low alloyed steel), but has
also been used successfully with aluminium. It’s suitable
for large central systems and single sump machines. This
product is also designed to reduce foaming in soft water
environments.
Its dual-buffer technology resists pH changes caused by
bacterial build-up in your cutting fluid, meaning it performs
better for longer than standard cutting fluids*. Castrol Hysol
SL 36 XBB is also both boron- and biocide-free, meaning
your working environment is not only more efficient and more
competitive, but also a far safer place to be.

Take control of pH
Castrol Hysol SL 36
XBB is a cutting fluid
that is shown to perform
better for longer, thanks
to a formula that is more
resistant to changes in
pH than conventional
alternatives*. Your
production environment is
interrupted less frequently
by fluid performance and
corrosion becomes less of
an issue and it becomes
easier to meet your
production goals while
keeping costs down.
Fewer top-ups
The boron and biocide-free Castrol Hysol SL 36 XBB
improves operating conditions and your health and
safety profile and results in fewer interventions and less
management of cutting fluids.
Where other coolants need topping up with service
additives to keep working well, cutting fluids with Castrol’s
XBB technology have been proven to perform without these
measures for longer than conventional alternatives**.
The fluid’s excellent emulsion stability properties increase
production time.
Reduce corrosion
Castrol Hysol SL 36 XBB’s carefully engineered
formula helps to protect against corrosion even at lower
concentrations, resulting in less machine maintenance, lower
costs and fewer rejected products.
The new fluids are available in two variants.
* Based on titrating 7 fluids until a pH 7 is reached.
** Proven in lab tests and seen in real production
conditions.
Castrol Alusol SL 61 XBB
Castrol Alusol SL 61 XBB is ideal for multipurpose
machining of aluminium alloys through to low-medium alloyed
steel and is suitable for both large central systems and single
sump machines. It is designed to work well in soft and hard
water conditions alike.
Castrol’s unique boron and biocide-free formula has been
proven to maintain pH at a constant level (neutralising up
to 44% more acidic material*), ensuring Alusol SL 61 XBB
performs better for longer.
It is ideal for demanding aluminium work, including lowsilicon applications, with the high lubricity keeping the cutting
edge clean, reducing downtime and improving surface quality.
With Castrol Alusol SL 61 XBB, not only can you achieve great
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results at lower concentrations you can also make big savings.
Ultimately you have less maintenance, less expense and
a safer working environment, without ever compromising on
performance.
Perform better, for longer
Castrol Alusol SL 61 XBB performs better for longer than
standard cutting fluids*, thanks to a pioneering formulation
designed to be more resistant to changes in pH caused by
microbiological build-up. This means fewer additive top-ups,
better results and more efficient production at a lower cost.
Give productivity a boost
The big benefit of extended fluid life is less downtime and
fewer interventions. Many cutting fluids need topping up with
additives to maintain fluid condition. Castrol’s Alusol SL 61
XBB has been proven to perform continuously without these
measures for longer than conventional alternatives**.

This not only gives you constant working conditions, so you
can consistently achieve good results, but also safeguards the
health and safety of your workers.
Experience precision performance
Because Castrol Alusol SL 61 XBB performs for longer, it
preserves the cutting edge and helps to prevent build-up on
the tool and part, resulting in a cleaner, more accurate finish.
Its excellent lubricating properties prevent swarf build-up and
pH control reduces acid corrosion. Ultimately, this results in
lower scrappage rates and lower tooling costs and improves
production quality.
* Based on titrating 10 fluids until a pH of 8.5 is reached.
** Proven in lab tests and seen in real production
conditions.
For further details contact BP Southern Africa: Technical
enquiries toll-free 0800 111 551 / 021 408 2065 or general
reception on TEL: 011 488 5111 or visit www.castrol.co.za
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Doosan compact VMC designed
for lean manufacturing cells
Doosan Machine Tools has added the DNM 4000 to its line of vertical machining centers (VMCs).

T

he compact VMC is designed for lean
machining cell applications where
space is tight, but productivity and
cutting performance are essential.
Able to make aggressive cuts, the
VMC is designed for machining small
parts in tough-to-machine materials for
a range of industries including medical,
aerospace, automotive, firearms and
die/mold manufacturing. Featuring a 12
000rpm, 18.6kW, 40-taper spindle with
116.6Nm of torque and a standard BigPlus dual-contact interface, it delivers
short cycle times, quality surface finishes
and long tool life.
The workspace features travels of
520mm in the X axis, 400mm in the
Y axis and 480mm in the Z axis. The two-door

design provides a large opening width, enabling
easy operator access. The coolant system is located
in the rear of the machine, enabling the DNM
to be placed inches from the neighbouring
machines.
Other features for the system include a
20-tool capacity magazine with a 1.3 second
tool-to-tool time, a spindle cooler, Doosan’s
Smart Thermal Monitoring software, a grease
lubrication system and 1 600kpa throughspindle coolant. The Fanuc i control with
Easy Operation Package software developed
by Doosan provides numerous functions
designed for convenient operation and
reduced setup time.
For further details contact Puma Machine
Tools on TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.
pumamachinetools.co.za

Four launches for Hurco in its 50th year
Two machining centers and two CNC lathes made their European
debuts at the recent MACH 2018 exhibition.

T

he BX50i bridge-type three-axis
Hurco machining center is a
13-ton machine with axis
travels of 1 350 x 950 x 600mm,
giving it a work envelope over
twice as large as that of its smaller
counterpart. The feedback of axis
position is via linear scales.
The 1 500 x 960mm table
accepts workpieces weighing up
to 2.5 tons, compared with 1 ton
for the smaller BX40i machine.
Both models have 18 000rpm HSK63A spindles with through-coolant and
30-tool (optionally 50-tool) magazines.
Control is by Hurco’s proprietary WinMAX
CNC system.
Two Hurco CNC lathes also made their
first appearance at this year’s exhibition
- the TM8i XP and the TM10i XP. The
suffix denotes upgraded versions of the
previous models, including larger spindle
bore, roller guideways, a more compact
footprint and a new control system
that mirrors the Max5 programming of
Hurco’s vertical machining centers.
Additional features include
concurrent programming, estimated run
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time, error check and recovery restart, plus
improved rigid-tapping performance.
On the five-axis front the Hurco
VC500i was on display. This
machine features a cantilever
design (constructed using a
one-piece cast-iron frame) and
a 360deg rotary table mounted on a
trunnion that swivels through 220deg
around the Y axis.
Other five-axis machining
centers on display included a Hurco
VMX42SRTi with B-axis spindle, a
Hurco VMX30Ui trunnion-type machine
fitted with an Erowa Robot Compact
parts-handling system, and a Roeders
RXP600DSH trunnion machining center.
Hurco also previewed new
software that is being developed
for its machining center controls,
whereby a 3D DXF or solid model can
be imported to allow five-sided parts
to be programmed conversationally,
directly from a STEP or IGES file, by
automatically inserting transform plane
commands.
For further details contact Hurco South
Africa on TEL: 849 5600 or visit www.HURCO.co.za

The new
TruLaser Tube 5000
now also creates threads in tubes
Trumpf integrates an additional process step in its tube-cutting machines.
The TruLaser Tube 5000 adapts to the individual production material flow.

T

wo in one: The
new TruLaser
Tube 5000
integrates the tube
and thread cutting
processes in one
machine, saving
time and logistical
effort in production.
The configuration of
the new machine is
as versatile as its
applications and can
be individually tailored
to the production
material flow.
Cutting threads in
thin and thick-walled
tubes
Laser tube
processing has
long since replaced
conventional methods such as drilling, sawing and milling.
But whereas threads were previously cut in the tubes at a
separate processing station, Trumpf has equipped the new
TruLaser Tube 5000 with a four-position tool changer and a
spindle that allows the machine to produce threads in thin
and thick-walled tubes. Since thin-walled tubes often do not
have enough substance material, threads are not only cut and
formed, but also produced by flow drilling. This technique is
particularly suitable for tubes with wall thicknesses of 1mm to
3mm.
In the first machining step, the flow drill produces an
extrusion in which, in the second
step, a heavy-duty thread is cut.
Integrating this process step in the
machines ensures that the threads
are cut in the right place. In addition,
it minimises logistical effort for the
company and significantly reduces
throughput time. Sensors monitor
the process and alert the operator
when a tool breaks, for example. And
the physical strain on operators is
reduced particularly when working
with heavy tubes, as they no longer
have to carry the tubes to a separate
processing station.
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Flexible machine
configuration
Material flow
varies from one
production to the next.
The TruLaser Tube
5000 takes this into
account. For instance,
users can feed in
material directly from
the warehouse: The
optional LoadMaster
Tube automated
loading system can
be equipped with an
extended conveyor
path that supports
such alternative
loading routes. The
unloading side offers
the same flexibility,
eliminating the need
for conveyor tables to
transport parts out of the machine, since the machine can
unload parts directly into wire mesh boxes.
Powerful laser and user-friendly design
The TruLaser Tube 5000 cuts tubes measuring up to
152mm in diameter with wall thicknesses of up to 10mm. Its
new clamping range automatically adapts to different profile
and pipe geometries with no tooling required. The machine
is equipped with Trumpf’s own TruFlow laser with 2.0, 2.7 or
3.2 kilowatts of laser power. This CO2 laser produces highquality edges even in thick-walled pipes, and a large viewing
window ensures that operators have a
clear view of the machining process.
Access to the loading and unloading
sides of the machine is barrier-free,
simplifying manual loading for the
occasional production of single
parts, for instance. A large, swiveling
17-inch touchscreen makes it easy
to operate the machine, and users
can quickly call up information on the
user-friendly control panel specially
developed by Trumpf for laser tube
cutting machines.
For more information contact
Retecon Machine Tools on TEL: 011
976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

OSG Exocarb ADF drills
High performance carbide flat drills that combine
two operations designed for various applications.

O

SG’s Exocarb ADF drills combines two
operations in one for the drilling of inclined
surfaces and counter boring applications.
The ADF was developed with an “allpurpose” concept for versatility, reliability and
quality for flat-bottom holes. Machining a
flat hole traditionally required the use of an
end mill and a drill. The ADF enables onestep drilling thereby simplifying machining
time and tool management.
The drill’s balanced point form improves
precision and minimises the shifting of
hole position. Its sharp cutting edge results
in low cutting force to minimise burrs
even in thin plates. With a wide chip room
geometry, trouble-free chip evacuation can
be achieved. Furthermore, with the addition
of OSG’s new proprietary EgiAs coating, tool

life can be prolonged with excellent heat and wear resistance.
The ADF is engineered for a wide variety of drilling
applications including inclined surfaces, curved surfaces,
counter boring, eccentric holes and thin plates. It is
suitable for common materials such as carbon
steel, alloy steel, hardened steel (up to 35
HRC) and cast iron. Standard types
are available in diameters from 2 to
20mm and long types are available in
diameters from 3 to 20mm.
OSG is a manufacturer of taps, end
mills, drills, and indexable cutting tools.
OSG is a major shareholder in Somta Tools in
South Africa. Somta Tools markets all of OSG’s
products.
For further details contact Somta Tools on
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za

Amada’s 3kW Ensis fiber laser machine

T

o improve and enhance
the groundbreaking
Ensis technology,
Amada added a 3kW version
to the Ensis range. This
machine was built on the
success of the 2kW version
with improved cutting speeds and
quality. In line with the existing high
specification level of the 2kW Ensis, the 3kW machine will
also be fitted with an automatic nozzle changer and Amada’s
original WACS (Water Assisted Cutting System) for stable thick
mild steel processing.
At 3kW, the machine offers the industry’s largest singlediode module size. Unlike other machines, there is no
diode module beam combiner, thus improving reliability and
increasing machine uptime. Aside from the large, single-diode
module, there are many more advancements in the 3kW
Ensis.
Firstly, Amada’s patented Ensis technology is capable of
changing the laser beam mode, not just the focal spot size
and focus position. This results in the optimum beam control
for thin and thick sheet processing. The machine also offers
single-lens processing for all materials and thicknesses, and
features a large-capacity nozzle changer to cover the full
range automatically.
This machine is also capable of cutting up to 25mm thick
mild steel, which is equivalent to the performance levels of a
standard 6kW fiber laser, but uses just half the power to do
the same job. With energy prices proving a major overhead

for profiling and fabrication shops, this
presents the opportunity to
make significant savings.
Among further new
features is a development
of the Ensis technology, which provides
a high-speed pierce in 20mm mild steel, and
faster cutting than a 4kW fiber laser. This performance
is achieved by instantaneously changing the beam mode
between pierce and cut. For piercing materials at the thicker
end of the material spectrum, oil-shot functionality is available
for added reliability.
The 3kW Ensis also offers WACS II, the latest version of
Amada’s proprietary Water-Assisted Cutting System. This
advanced device allows the amount of water to be varied in
two stages, providing further assistance when processing
thicker mild steel.
The compact footprint is ideal for both OEMs and
subcontract profiling and fabrication shops where every
minute counts in the quest to outperform the competition.
Integral automation features include cut and pierce monitoring
for stable processing, as well as an X-axis conveyor.
The Ensis machine also provides much lower part costs,
by utilising compressed air cutting, compared with standard
nitrogen cutting. In fact, cutting speeds are the same as
nitrogen processing, with part quality comparable in many
thicknesses. Across a cutting range of 3000 x 1500 x 100mm
in the X, Y and Z axes, processing feed rates of up to 100m/
min are possible.
For further details contact Amada Johannesburg on
TEL: 011 453 5459 or visit www.amada.co.jp
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Kennametal KBH10 - Mastering
the challenges of hard turning

K

BH10 is an uncoated PcBN turning insert that offers
wear resistance and very low cutting forces. As a result,
many customers are now enjoying double the tool life
together with improved part quality.
KBH10, a new breed of polycrystalline cubic boron
nitride (PcBN) hard turning insert designed specifically for
the challenges of today’s demanding market place. Helmut
Gremer, senior engineer for global machining technology, says
the new insert complements Kennametal’s existing PcBN
grades KBH20 and KB5630 by providing the extreme wear
resistance needed to successfully turn hardened metals up to
65Rc, especially where very fine surface finishes are required.
The KBH10 substrate is completely new. Its PcBN
composition is designed for up to 20 per cent higher cutting
speeds while providing equivalent or in some cases far greater
tool life. Kennametal engineers were frequently able to
achieve Ra 0.2 and Rz 1 surface roughness, while consistently
maintaining the profile and dimensional tolerances noted
earlier. And because KBH10 is available in several different
geometries and edge preparations, it’s quickly becoming the
go-to insert for a wide cross section of manufacturers and
their turning applications.

“KBH10 is ideally suited for
fine-finishing operations yet is tough
enough to handle light interruptions
or varying depth of cut operations. And
because cutting pressure and therefore heat is reduced,
crater and flank wear are likewise reduced, extending tool life.
There’s also a lower occurrence of the white layer that plagues
many hard part machining operations,” says Gremer.
KBH10’s unique edge preparation
Rather than the traditional waterfall or radiused hone
applied to virtually all PcBN cutting tools, Kennametal has
developed a special shape that is both sharper and freer
cutting than competing solutions yet still tough enough to
withstand the rigors of hard turning.
For more information contact Kennametal South Africa
on TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com

Yaskawa Motoman welding
robot provides extra long reach
Reduces need for tracks.

T

he Motoman MA3120
arc welding robot by
Yaskawa Motoman
features an extra-long reach
arm that reduces the need
for tracks.
“It is the longest robot
arm designed for arc welding,” said a
company spokesperson.
Available in floor, wall or ceilingmounted configurations and suitable for
multiple robot layouts, the MA3120 has
been improved over the previous MA3100
model robot with twice the payload,
longer reach and improved through arm
wrist design for arc welding.
The MA3120 has a 6kg payload, 3
121mm horizontal reach and ±0.15mm
repeatability. Its integrated through-thearm cabling is designed to eliminate
cable interference, simplify programming
and reduce cable wear. It has heavier
payload capacity and an increased
through hole wrist diameter making it easier to integrate pulltorches or welding sensors.
Welding utilities (gas hose and feeder signals) can be
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routed through the robot base and the wire
feeder mounts to the upper arm to reduce
the torch length. The MA3120 is suitable
for use in workcells with larger workpieces,
such as automotive frames, agriculture
parts and construction machinery. It is also
suitable for applications that require access
to parts in tight spots or those with possible
interference from fixtures.
The DX200 controller features patented
multiple robot control technology to
easily handle multiple tasks and control
up to eight robots (72 axes). The DX200
has been designed to improve process
capability, reduce energy usage and improve
maintainability and safety. An enhanced
functional safety unit (FSU) provides controlreliable zone and tool position monitoring,
standstill monitoring and speed limiting.
This can reduce costs for safeguarding
hardware, and it provides capabilities such
as collaborative tasks. It is compliant to
ANSI/RIA R15.06-2012 and other relevant
ISO and CSA safety standards.
For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on
TEL: 011 608 3182 or visit www.yaskawa.za.com

Victor CNC 5-axis range
tackles parts up to 1.2 metres
Victor CNC’s Vcenter-AX800, AX800II and the AX800 Aero 320
are for 5-axis machining of large parts up to 1.2 metre diameter.

T

he Vcenter AX800 has a swivelling head B-axis
and a 25rpm C-axis table located within
the fixed table, which can be clamped to
resist 3 433 Nm for heavy duty machining.
The B-axis has a Hirth coupling that will
rotate at increments of 1° and offers
precision and repeatability. Both rotary
axes have roller-cam drive to deliver
“unparalleled rigidity and
stiffness”, while shortening
cycle times, when compared
to conventional worm gear
mechanisms.
The rotary table has a
diameter of 800mm and
capacity of 1 200 kg, and
axis travels are 1 600, 700,
and 600 mm in X, Y and Z
axes.
The AX800II boasts larger capacity, able to machine parts
up to 1 200mm as opposed to 1 000mm, achieved by moving
the C-axis rotary table forward by 100mm. The machining
height is 300mm but the machine footprint remains the
same.
For complex components, especially thin-walled ones,
there’s the AX800 Aero 320. The C-axis that is on the
standard AX800 and AX800II models has been replaced by

twin-rotary tables (A and C-axis).
Incorporating synchronous control
technology, precision machining of
extremely delicate and thin walled
parts, such as aerospace engine
and turbine components, as well
as structural aerospace parts, is
possible.
This addition to the AX800
range incorporates an HSK-A63
spindle configuration with a
table diameter of 320mm, plus
an adjustable span between the
tables.
The machine uses a Fanuc
31i-B5 CNC control unit, but
Heidenhain TNC-640 is an alternative to
Fanuc across all machines.
Other equipment takes in through-spindle coolant of from
20 to 70 bar, a variety of swarf conveyor systems, hydraulic or
pneumatic ports on the rotary table, linear scales and angular
encoders, automatic tool length measurement, automatic
part measuring, along with additional options that can be
specified that include oil hole coolant supply, table shower
system, spindle configuration and automatic doors.
For further details contact Victor Fortune on
TEL: 011 392 3800 or visit www.victor.co.za

Colchester launch new generation of
Typhoon CNC turning centers

A

s part of the new brand launch
at MACH 2018, Colchester
Machine Tool Solutions
have launched the new range of
Colchester Typhoon CNC turning
centers. Colchester Machine Tool
Solutions demonstrated both linear
and box-way Typhoon models at the
show.
The new Typhoon series
introduces Colchester’s next
generation in CNC turning, following
on from the highly successful
Tornado range. The Typhoon range
offers exceptional cutting performance and highly accurate
component finish at every stage of your operation.
Colchester offers new Typhoon models as a choice of
either quick, low-friction linear (L series), or heavy-duty, box
way (B series) turning centers, all available with variations
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of 2-axis, c-axis, sub-spindle and
Y-axis functions in a range of
bar capacities to suit all turning
applications.
All Typhoon CNC turning centers
are fitted with the latest Fanuc Oi-TF
control system with Manual Guide
i and are all manufactured with a
one-piece cast iron base with a 30°
slant-bed design, giving a low centre
of gravity and a better ergonomic
design, maximising precise cutting,
regardless of your component
complexity.
The new Typhoon models come packed with a huge amount
of options for customers to get the best out of any of their
complex machine tool requirements.
For more information contact F & H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za

Tungaloy expands its TungCap programme
for small part machining in CNC lathes

T

ungaloy is expanding its TungCap
family of PSC quick change
tooling system, ensuring high
productivity and precision
machining for CNC lathes
and multi-task machines,
to include cutting heads
and clamping units in
C3, C4 coupling size.
More manufacturers
producing small parts
for automotive and
aerospace industries are
incorporating a modular
quick change tooling
system in their CNC
lathes to further improve
productivity. Tungaloy is
responding to this market
demand by adding a new C3
size to its TungCap family, which is
commonly used in CNC lathes for reduced machine downtime,
while significantly improving production efficiency. Along with
the addition of the compatible C3, C4 clamping unit to the

standard line,
the TungCap
quick change
tooling system
promises
higher
productivity in
a wide variety
of CNC lathe
machining.
The
couplings
eliminate the
need to index
the insert inside
the machine and they
help minimise errors with
offsets and reduce downtime.
Repeatable accuracy is ±2
microns, allowing pre-setting outside
the machine and eliminating the need
for trial-and-error test cuts.
For further information contact Star Tooling on
TEL: 011 818 2250 or visit www.startooling.co.za
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Iscar indexable tools challenge
solid carbide for small diameters

R

otating onealternative to solid
piece solid
carbide tools.
carbide
tools traditionally
Competitive
dominate the market
performance
for diameter ranges
The introduction
of up to 20mm
of tools with
and indexable tool
replaceable solid
manufacturers have
carbide cutting heads
not yet succeeded in
signifies a change in
penetrating this solid
focus. Iscar provides
stronghold. Several
two examples of this
important factors
concept with the
contribute to the
Iscar Multi-Master
historical perception
milling line and the
of solid carbide as a
ChamDrill line in
better bet for tooling
drilling.
reliability.
Performance
Solid carbide tool
and accuracy
accuracy compares
characteristics
favourably with that
have positioned
of indexable tools,
the new tools to
particularly for smallbe functionally
NanMill
diameter endmills
competitive with
and for tools with
solid carbide designs.
diameters beyond the range. However, the role of reduced
Versatility of these lines, where a head can be mounted in
accuracy for tools of small diameter - for example, a milling
different bodies and vice versa where a single body can carry
cutter’s radial run-out - increases in significance as a factor
different heads, facilitates various assembly combinations
affecting tool life.
and contributes to reducing items in tool stock.
An indexable tool is made up of a tool body, replaceable
Another important design approach - “no set-up time”
inserts, and mechanical parts such as clamping screws or
- characterises these lines, as a worn-out head does not
wedges, which secure the inserts in the body. Decreasing
require spending time on set-up and can be replaced while
the tool diameter necessitates reducing dimensions of the
the tool is still clamped in the machine tool spindle. This
cuts cycle time and, consequently, reduces production costs.
assembly components. Reducing the size of the securing
In contrast, replacing a worn-out solid carbide mill or drill
elements leads to weakening their strength and the tool
inevitably leads to a new set-up procedure.
becomes unable to withstand cutting loads under normal
In addition, the concept ensures sustainable use of
machining data. This seriously limits the tool application;
cemented carbide with all the associated advantages. The
further decreasing may cause degradation of the entire
principle of “indexable” carbide tools has distinct merits and
assembly structure.
features strongly in tool design within the diameter range
The prices of small rotating tools are often high
that is under discussion. The minimal diameter of Multicompared to the assembled concept, which adds to the
Master milling heads is 5mm and that of SumoCham drilling
perceived limitations of indexable tools in the small diameter
heads is 6mm, while the Multi-Master combined countersink
range.
heads for center drilling feature a minimal 1mm diameter.
The indexable option
The LogIQ factor
Indexable tools possess several distinct advantages
Iscar has recently introduced a new range of small-size
that make applying these tools within the above range
indexable rotating tools under its new LogIQ line campaign.
very attractive in the eyes of the customer. In many cases,
The company proposes several families of cutters with a
especially in rough machining, changing a worn cutting edge
nominal diameter of up to 20mm. A brief look at some
by simple indexing provides economic benefits compared
of these families can provide a clearer understanding as
with having to replace a whole life-expired solid tool with a
to whether the new tools will be able to breach the solid
new tool. In addition, there is no need to use up time and
stronghold wall.
resources on regrinding and recoating worn-out one-piece
The new families of indexable milling cutters within the
cutters.
diameter range of 8 to 16mm attract the most interest. They
Tool manufacturers have made significant progress in
have several common features: The cutters carry triangulardeveloping reliable designs that could be commercially viable
shape inserts with three cutting edges and the mechanical
against the solid carbide concept. Work in this direction has
part that secures the inserts is represented by a screw.
shown results already, and assembled mills and drills with
These families are intended for milling square shoulder or 
interchangeable cutting heads are proving to be a realistic
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fast feed (high feed) milling.
But here the similarity ends,
and the difference begins.
While the design of the
Heli3Mill and Micro3Feed
families for tool diameter 10
to 16mm is committed to the
classical principle of insert
securing, by clamping screw
through the central hole of
an insert, the NanMill and
NanFeed families for tool
diameter 8 to 10mm have
adopted another concept.
Within such a small
diameter range, the central
clamping screw, as noted
previously, does not provide an
acceptable solution. According
to the new concept, the screw
is located above the insert,
and the screw head plays the
role of a wedge. This approach
provides reliable and rigid
clamping, ensures a durable
homogeneous insert structure
with no hole, and allows insert
indexing to be quick and
simple.
It is predicted that these
new families will be particularly
effective in manufacturing

compact parts and in machining
small-in-size cavities, pockets
and small parts utilised in
industrial sectors such as
die and mold making, as well
as in producing miniature
components.

SumoCham

Small change, large impact
A 1mm change in size:
Is this a lot or a little? For
indexable tools in the small
diameter range, it makes a
noticeable difference. Iscar’s
new SumoCham 5mm diameter
drilling head represents an
important step ahead in
expanding the application fields
of indexable drills.
Within the small diameter
range, indexable tools can offer
precision and performance
advantages that position them
competitively against the more
traditional solid carbide tools.
Indexable tools are beginning
to make their way into
metalworking practices and the
industry is taking note.
For further details contact
Iscar South Africa on TEL: 011
997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com
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Studer introduces a new CNC universal
cylindrical grinding machine to the market
The Favorit is for those that thought Studer was out of their budget.

S

tuder has expanded its
product portfolio and
introduced a new
machine to the market the Favorit, with a centre
distance of 1 600mm.
If you believe that a
large Studer machine will
exceed your budget, have
a look at the Favorit. This
machine, top in price and
performance, can be used
universally and thanks to
the centre distance of 1
600mm can also handle
long workpieces.
Favorit - for big demands
and small budgets
This CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine is
designed for grinding both single part and series production
and can be fitted with automation. With various options such
as measuring control, balancing system, contact detection
and longitudinal positioning, it can be subsequently adapted
to other grinding tasks.
The Favorit is a very reasonably priced machine. As

with all Studer cylindrical grinding
machines, the proven machine
bed made of solid Granitan®
ensures maximum precision,
performance and safety. The
full enclosure provides an
optimal view of the grinding
process. The wheel head,
which can be automatically
positioned every 3°, can
accommodate a belt-driven
external and internal
grinding spindle.
Thanks to the practiceoriented Studer grinding
software, with its proven Studerpictogramming, even less experienced
users can programme grinding and dressing cycles quickly
and efficiently. With the optionally available StuderGRIND
software, special applications, such as profiling the grinding
wheel for complex workpiece shapes, can be efficiently
programmed. Development, production, assembly and testing
of the Studer products are process-oriented and comply with
the strict guidelines of VDA 6.4 and ISO 9001.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Vero Software’s Edgecam
2018 R1 release
Vero Software’s Edgecam 2018 R1 release includes updates that are designed to prevent
unnecessary CAM regeneration and save time on roughing cycles for milling, turning and MTM.

T

his version of the software
does not automatically
regenerate the remaining
instructions when a user makes
an edit to an existing command.
When editing a tool command,
it no longer regenerates if
the alteration does not affect
the corresponding cycles with
aspects such as coolant or high
speed.
New functionalities in the
roughing cycle provide time
savings for milling, turning and
MTM. Detect Undercut Stock
analyses previously undetected
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areas of stock and helps to avoid
“fresh-air” cutting, reducing
machining time by as much as half,
according to the company.
The Waveform roughing strategy
enables users to determine
radius size when using the helical
approach option by entering
maximum and minimum values,
which aids the tool’s entry into the
component.
The rough turning cycle now
includes automatic collision
detection. Users no longer need to
manually apply profile extensions to
avoid collisions, thereby saving time



Rough turn cycle collision check

when creating initial CAM instructions. This function can also
be used to produce safer tool paths in Strategy Manager.
This release provides support for deep-hole drilling and
gundrilling. Users control entry, exit and intermediate drilling
conditions, which is helpful when using specialised gundrilling
tools that require precise NC code.
The profiling cycle used in both milling and turning now

Editing manual milling feature

includes a Spring Cuts field, which can remove tool deflection
and improve accuracy and surface finish by adding extra
neutral passes when machining hard materials. The Adjust
Feedrate on Arc command improves cycle time calculation.
For further details contact Stillam CNC Programming
Solutions on TEL: 011 663 2600 or visit www.stillam.com
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Hexagon’s CMM offered in
four capability packages

H

exagon Manufacturing Intelligence’s Global S coordinate
measuring machine (CMM) series can be customised for
specific inspection work and changing manufacturing
objectives. Four capability packages focused on productivity
drivers are available: Throughput, Precision, Multi-Purpose and
Shop-Floor.
Built on the company’s Enhanced Productivity Series
(EPS) concept, the CMM uses smart technologies and sensor
configurations to streamline the creation, execution and
analysis of measurement routines. EPS provides users with
software and probe choices for their applications, as well as
machine options including: the Compass vibration reduction
system, which enhances machine scanning throughput and
performance; the Pulse environmental monitoring tool; and
machine messaging lights for visible notifications.
The Throughput capability package is designed to reduce
measuring cycle times and increase production volume for
mass production manufacturers. The Precision capability

package is for measuring
parts with tight tolerances
and complex geometries.
The Multi-Purpose capability
package is a flexible solution for a variety of materials with
different features and surface characteristics. The Shop-Floor
package integrates measurements on the production floor and
supports fully automated shopfloor measurement, facilitating
process optimisation. Three productivity levels - Green, Blue
and Chrome - are also available to suit a range of applications
and budgets.
The CMM comes with PC-DMIS or Quindos measuring
software, depending on the capability package. Other options
include Q-DAS statistical process analysis (SPC) software and
the Smart Quality data and resource management system.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Kitamura Mycenter-2XD
Sparkchanger
Flexibility in high volume production work.

K

itamura Machinery, a manufacturer of precision
horizontal, vertical and 5-axis machining centers, has
introduced its latest vertical machining center (VMC), the
Mycenter-2XD Sparkchanger. It is designed to be a compact,
powerful, all-in-one solution for fast, accurate simultaneous
3-axis machining.
“With a host of value-driven performance features,
Kitamura's Mycenter-2XD Sparkchanger is the ideal
machine for high production machining,” said a company
spokesperson.
A speedy 2-station automatic pallet changer allows the
operator to load/unload parts while machining for optimum
productivity. A 40-tool automatic tool changer as a standard
feature with high speed rapid feedrates of 48m/min X and
Y, 42m/min Z on heavy duty 3-block, double roller LM guide
ways.
“Combined with stiff cast construction, the Mycenter-2XD
Sparkchanger offers the benefits and reliability of Kitamura
quality features and components throughout - all within a
space-saving design,” continued the spokesperson.
Mycenter-2XD Sparkchanger features
Meehanite cast C-frame construction provides rigidity,
durability and stability. All contact surfaces are hand scraped
for precise alignment, fit and performance to allow high
quality and attention to detail in the manufacturing process.
Heavy duty 3-block, double roller LM guideways provide high
rigidity with long-term smooth motion operation.
Standard is a dual contact, 12 000 RPM, 35 HP AC
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spindle system.
“The high performance, efficient NRG belt drive means
highly transmissible torque and power from the motor to the
spindle with less vibration and noise. This provides smooth
operation, reliability and stiffness to keep the machine up
and running,” said the spokesperson.
The Mycenter-2XD Sparkchanger offers a standard 40
tool ATC. An increase in tool storage enhances machining
capability in order to maximise machining profits. The tool
magazine is designed and located up and away from the
machining environment with a rear loading station for easy
maintenance.
High efficiency chip evacuation is provided with standard
base wash system, internal chip augers and a scraper type
chip conveyor, keeping the large workspace free of chips and
contaminants.
The Mycenter-2XD Sparkchanger is equipped with
Kitamura Arumatik-Jr. CNC Controller. Featuring high speed
machining functions, the Arumatik-Jr. offers up to 16x faster
processing speeds when compared to today’s conventional
controls. Enhanced standard features included 675 block
look-ahead, 1 280 meters memory, USB Memory interface
and Ethernet I/F for faster and smoother programme transfer.
Additional value added features offer increased reliability in
more complex part processing to simplify more demanding
machining challenges.
For more information contact W.D. Hearn on
TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Flexible Flow Mach 200 waterjet

F

low International
Corporation has
released its Mach
200, a new waterjet
system designed as a
practical and flexible
waterjet solution. The
Mach 200 is specifically
engineered to
affordably meet waterjet
applications from stone
to carbon fiber.
With the Mach 200,
Flow has introduced a new cutting head technology: Pivot+
Waterjet for bevel cutting and taper control. Featuring the all
new Pivot+ Waterjet cutting head, the Mach 200 provides
capabilities not previously available on Flow's economical
Mach 2 waterjet systems. The modern electrical system
improves reliability of the overall system. Latest generation
FlowXpert CAD/CAM software available with the Mach 200 is
capable of designing complete 3-D models and assemblies
while simultaneously calculating optimum cutting paths. The
Mach 200 is backed by FlowCare, Flow's support and service
offerings.
The Mach 200 can be individually tailored to customer
requirements. Well-suited for a wide spectrum of customers,

the Mach 200
offers open
table, three-sided
ease of access
for loading and
unloading of
materials. A
range of pump
technologies and
cutting heads
are available. All
pump models are
connected via
EtherCAT to enhance diagnostics and upgradeability.
Pivot+ Waterjet, the optional, compact and agile bevel
cutting head has been developed from the same technology
as Flow's premier 5-axis cutting solution Dynamic Waterjet
XD. Service and support packages can also be tailored to
a customer's specific requirements. FlowCare programmes
are available at three levels of support with options
including preventive maintenance programmes, replacement
programmes for high-pressure components, prompt delivery of
replacement parts, technical assistance and a comprehensive
training and development programme.
For further details contact WD Hearn Machine Tools on
TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za
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Renishaw’s SFP2, a new, improved
surface finish measurement probe for
use with the Revo 5-axis measurement
system on CMMs
Improved surface finish measurement probe.

T

he SFP2 probe increases
the surface finish
measurement ability of
the Revo system, which offers a
multi-sensor capability providing
touch-trigger, high-speed tactile
scanning and non-contact vision
measurement on a single CMM.
Combining surface finish
measurement and dimensional
inspection on the CMM
presents unrivalled advantages
over traditional inspection
methods requiring a separate
process. Powered by five-axis
measurement technology, the
SFP2’s automated surface finish inspection offers significant
time-savings, reduced part handling and greater return on
CMM investment.
The SFP2 system consists of a probe and a range of
modules and is automatically interchangeable with all other
probe options available for Revo. This provides the flexibility
to easily select the optimum tool to inspect a wide range of

features on the same CMM
platform. Data from multiple
sensors is automatically
referenced to a common datum.
The surface finish system
is managed by the same I++
DME compliant interface as
the Revo system, and full user
functionality is provided by
Renishaw’s Modus metrology
software.
Renishaw’s award winning
Revo 5-axis measurement
system is the only scanning
system for CMMs that
simultaneously controls the
motion of three machine and two head axes while collecting
workpiece data. Using its range of 2D and 3D tactile probes,
surface finish measurement and non-contact vision probes,
the Revo system brings dramatic speed and accuracy benefits
to part inspection on CMMs.
For more information contact W.D. Hearn on
TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Mobile job costing and
quoting software - TurboTime
Using tablet selfies and QR codes.

A

s a business owner, you know your monthly expenses
(raw materials, salaries, rent etc.), but not many
know how these expenses are broken down so they
can be allocated to individual tasks. Do you ever wonder
when you have finished a project, if you have made a
reasonable profit, a decent profit or no profit at all? When
it came to enterprise resource planning for manufacturing,
did wonder why sales orders became work orders that
were scheduled for production and there was no way to
track costs until the entire production was completed? Or
have you had little to no visibility into work-in-process (WIP)
and outside processor inventory, therefore, tracking a
part’s costs associated with both was difficult to manage?
Software provider Sentri Systems says TurboTime
is designed to help users provide accurate quotes and
estimates to customers in the sheet metal, machining
and other industries that require exploded bills of
materials and detailed reports. The software features userdefined operations that can produce the cost at any one104 METALWORKING NEWS
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time and produce reports as you so desire.
How it works
An employee badge with his personal QR code is issued
to every staff member who is classified as “works on a job”
(for obvious reasons your accounts department would not
be included). A QR code is inserted into/pasted onto the job
card. At the tablet, the employee scans his employee badge,
followed by the job card. A list of tasks that is available for the
specific job and falls into the employee's skill level is displayed
(you would not want a general worker operating expensive
machinery). The skill level to be performed is selected. When
the task is complete the employee again scans his employee
card and a list of job stop reasons/exit codes are displayed.
This information is then stored in the cloud to be later imported
into TurboTime for processing and generation of reports.
For further details contact Sentri Systems – TurboTime
on TEL: 011 704 7000 or Math Robson on 082 929 7250
or visit www.sentri.co.za

